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Competition
Competition Mapping :
Is ranking a key driver for customer assessment of Law firms ?
SE&P Product Classification Verus Market Ranking :
• Banking & Finance /Capital Market M & A / Trade & Services / Infrastructure &
Energy
• The Need to re-classify our products against international ranking ?
Competition Mapping :
• Identification of key (Current) competitors ?
• Identification of key (Future) competitors ? Why ?
• Self ranking Against Competition ?
Areas of practice (We Participate in ) :
• Key Selection Criteria “from customer prospective”?
• Our Expected Ranking ?
• Our Key areas Strength against competition ?
• Our Key areas Weakness against competition ?
New Areas of practice (We DO NOT Participate in ) :
• What would be the suggested operating model ?
• What would be our “Expected” areas of strength against competition?
• What would be the Key challenges , how to overcome ?

•

Your Competitive Advantage

•

Who is your competition, and how do you compare? Considering that most cases requiring an expert witness
involve at least two experts and our society shows no signs of becoming less litigious, competition should
not be your primary concern in building an expert practice.

•

You will learn valuable lessons, however, from analyzing the practices of two or three experts in your field.
Study their professional qualifications, appearance, communication skills, and reputation among their
peers, and note how they market themselves and the fees they charge.

•

After objectively assessing your own strengths and weaknesses, determine your competitive advantage. Is
your education or professional experience superior? If you are not a novice, have you handled a greater
number of cases, or bigger or more successful cases, or have you worked with prestigious law firms? Do you
present yourself more professionally or appear more credible? Are there exclusive dimensions to your
expertise? What comprises your personal uniqueness and, therefore, your competitive edge?

•

A competitive advantage can be merely a perceived advantage. You can use this to your benefit. A large
engineering firm may have many different specialties of engineers, along with its own testing facilities.
Alternately, a sole practitioner engineer can promote himself as being more responsive to the attorney,
more personally involved in each case, and possibly less costly. Learn to articulate your competitive
advantage in a professional manner.
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Setup
•

Arrangements

•

Law firms are organized in a variety of ways, depending on the jurisdiction in which the firm practices. Common
arrangements include:

Form

Description

Sole proprietorship

in which the attorney is the law firm and is responsible for all profit, loss and liability;

General partnership

in which all of the attorneys in the firm equally share ownership and liability;

Professional corporations

which issue stock to the attorneys in a fashion similar to that of a business corporation;

Limited liability company

in which the attorney-owners are called "members" but are not directly liable to third
party creditors of the law firm;

Professional association

which operates similarly to a professional corporation or a limited liability company;

Limited liability
partnership

(LLP), in which the attorney-owners are partners with one another, but no partner is liable
to any creditor of the law firm nor is any partner liable for any negligence on the part of
any other partner. The LLP is taxed as a partnership while enjoying the liability protection
of a corporation.

US Law Firms
Summary & Findings
•

Summary:
•

•

Operating Locally :
•

Two US Leading Firms are operating in Egypt

•

Baker & McKenzie (Ranked 1st ) : ( Helmy, Hamza )

•

DLA Piper (Ranked 2nd ) : Matouk Bassiouny

Operating Remotely :
•

Rest of leading haven’t “formally“ approached local market yet, might have participated through other regional offices
Examples :
•

White & Case : (Ranked 3rd )
•

•

John’s day : (Ranked 3rd )
•

•

United Arab Emirates : Abu Dhabi

Not Operating :
•

•

Operating in Abu Dhabi / Doha/ Dubai

Holland & Knight : (Ranked 11th ) – (Should be excluded as Operating in Israil)
•

•

the Dubai Office will enable the Firm to maximize service to our clients. Our presence in the Middle East increases our ability
to advise Asian, European, and North American clients with their domestic matters and inbound investments, as well as
Middle Eastern companies in their regional and international operations and activities.

Latham & Watkins: (Ranked 4 th)
•

•

the Firm has advised clients doing business in Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Qatar, Oman, and the
United Arab Emirates.

Other Top US firms with no noticeable activity in the region , further investigation is required

Key Objectives of the study
•

Objectives of the study would be short listing law firms that would be interested in affiliation with SE&P

US Law Firms
Classification
First law
firms

• The United States pioneered the concept of the large law firm in the sense of a business entity consisting of more than one
lawyer.
• The first law firms with two or more lawyers appeared in the U.S. just prior to the American Civil War (1861-1865).[
• The idea gradually spread across the Atlantic to England, although "English solicitors remained a corps of solo practitioners or
very small partnerships until after World War II
• Today, the United States (and the United Kingdom) have many small firms (2 to 50 lawyers) and midsize firms (50 to 200
lawyers

Boutique law
firms

• Lawyers in small cities and towns may still have old-fashioned general practices, but most urban lawyers tend to be highly
specialized due to the overwhelming complexity of the law today. [10] Thus, some small firms in the cities specialize in practicing
only one kind of law (like employment, antitrust, intellectual property, or telecommunications) and are called boutique law firms.

"Megafirms"

• The largest law firms have more than 1,000 lawyers. These firms, often colloquially called "megafirms" or "biglaw", generally
have offices on several continents, bill up to US$750 per hour or higher, and have a high ratio of support staff per attorney.[12][13]
• They can, and in some cases do, litigate every issue, burying their opponents in a blizzard of paper in the process; the result has
been a kind of legal "arms race" where every large corporation tries to retain the services of the largest, most powerful law firm
they can afford.[14] Because of the localized and regional nature of firms, the relative size of a firm varies.

"Full service"
firms

• The largest firms like to call themselves "full-service" firms because they have departments specializing in every type of legal
work that pays well, which in the U.S. usually means mergers and acquisitions transactions[16], banking, and certain types of
high-stakes corporate litigation.
• These firms rarely do plaintiffs' personal injury work. However the largest law firms are not very large compared to other major
businesses (or even other professional services firms).
• In 2008, the largest law firm in the world was the British firm Clifford Chance, which had revenue of over US$2 billion. This can
be compared with $404 billion for the world's largest firm by turnover Exxon Mobil and $28 billion for the largest professional
services firm PriceWaterhouseCoopers.

Worldwide

• The largest law firms in the world are based primarily in the United Kingdom and the United States. The American system of
licensing attorneys on a state-by-state basis, the tradition of having a headquarters in a single U.S. state and a close focus on
profits per partner (as opposed to sheer scale) has to date limited the size of most American law firms. Thus, whilst the most
profitable law firms in the world remain in New York, four of the six largest firms in the world are based in London in the United
Kingdom[17].
• But the huge size of the United States results in a larger number of large firms overall — a 2003 survey found that the United
States alone had 901 law firms with more than 50 lawyers, while there were only 58 such firms in Canada, 44 in Great Britain,
14 in France, and 9 in Germany.[There is an increasing tendency towards globalisation of law firms.
• Due to their huge size, the U.S. and UK-based law firms are the most prestigious and powerful in the world, and dominate the
international market for legal services. A 2007 paper noted that firms from other countries merely pick over their leftovers:

US Law Firms
USA Largest 50 Law Firms
America's Largest 250 Law Firms
Below you will find a listing of the largest 50 law firms in the U.S. linked to their respective web sites.
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26 Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton

Middle Atlantic 889 170

669 View Profile

27 Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman
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New York
San
Francisco
Dechert
Philadelphia
King & Spalding
Atlanta
Bingham McCutchen
Boston
Wilson, Elser Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker New York
Winston & Strawn
Chicago
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey
Cleveland
Hunton & Williams
Richmond
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
Los Angeles
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe
New York
Bryan Cave
St. Louis
Vinson & Elkins
Houston
Ropes & Gray
Boston
Proskauer Rose
New York
San
Heller Ehrman
Francisco
Alston & Bird
Atlanta
McGuireWoods
Richmond
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett
New York
Baker Botts
Houston
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Chicago
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New York
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New York
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Largest 20 Law Firms (Summary 1/2)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Jones Day

White &
Case

Latham &
Watkins

Skadden,
Arps, Slate,
Meagher &
Flom

Sidley Austin
Brown &
Wood

Greenberg
Traurig

Mayer Brown,
Rowe & Maw

Morgan,
Lewis &
Bockius

Chicago, IL

Washington,
DC

New York,
NY

New York,
NY

New York, NY

Chicago, IL

Miami, FL

Chicago, IL

Philadelphi
a, PA

Midwest

Midwest

Middle
Atlantic

Middle
Atlantic

Middle
Atlantic

Middle
Atlantic

Midwest

South

Midwest

Middle
Atlantic

bakernet.com

dlapiper.com

jonesday.com

whitecase.co
m

lw.com

skadden.com

sidley.com

Gtlaw.com

mayerbrown.co
m

morganlewis.
com

Firm:

Baker &
McKenzie

DLA Piper
Rudnick Gray
Cary

Base City:

Chicago, IL

Base Region:
Website:
Total #
of Attorneys

3,300

3,159

2,297

1,983

1,840

1,790

1,584

1,482

1,292

1,281

Total # of
Partners:

1,136

1,134

646

385

527

393

597

650

550

471

Total # of
Equity Partners:

657
(19.9%)

854
(27%)

N/A

283
(14.3%)

N/A

393
(22%)

597
(37.7%)

376
(25.4%)

N/A

N/A

Total # of
Non-Equity
Partners:

479
(14.5%)

280
(8.9%)

N/A

102
(5.1%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

274
(18.5%)

N/A

N/A

Total #
of Associates:

2,173
(65.8%)

1,917
(60.7%)

1,455
(63.3%)

1,139
(57.4%)

1,234
(67.1%)

1,306
(73%)

835
(52.7%)

636
(42.9%)

643
(49.8%)

683
(53.3%)

Other Attorneys:

N/A

109
(3.5%)

196
(8.5%)

459
(23.1%)

80
(4.3%)

91
(5.1%)

152
(9.6%)

196
(13.2%)

99
(7.7%)

127
(9.9%)

Associate Salary:

$97,000
$125,000

$95,000 $125,000

$110,000 $125,000

N/A $125,000

N/A $125,000

N/A –
$140,000

N/A $125,000

N/A
$125,000

N/A
$125,000

$105,000 $125,000

Operating In Egypt

Participating Through
Regional offices

Source : http://www.ilrg.com/nlj250

Largest 20 Law Firms (Summary 2/2)
11

12

13

Wilmer Cutler
Pickering Hale
and Dorr

Weil,
Gotshal &
Manges

New York, NY

Washington,
DC

Base Region:

Middle
Atlantic

Middle Atlantic

Website:

hklaw.com

Firm:

Holland &
Knight

Base City:

wilmerhale.co
m

13

14

16

15

17

19
Kirkpatrick &
Lockhart
Nicholson
Graham

18

Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius

Kirkland &
Ellis

Morrison &
Foerster

McDermott,
Will & Emery

Shearman &
Sterling

Hogan &
Hartson

New York,
NY

Philadelphia, PA

Chicago, IL

San
Francisco,
CA

Chicago, IL

New York, NY

Pittsburgh,
PA

Washington, DC

Middle
Atlantic

Middle Atlantic

Midwest

West

Midwest

Middle
Atlantic

Middle
Atlantic

Middle Atlantic

weil.com

morganlewis.com

kirkland.com

mofo.com

mwe.com

shearman.co
m

klng.com

hhlaw.com

Total # of
Attorneys:

1,224

1,151

1,142

1,281

1,060

1,025

1,025

1,013

1,012

1,012

Total # of
Partners:

704

335

293

471

436

344

575

212

395

448

Total # of
Equity Partners:

424
(34.6%)

335
(29.1%)

293
(25.7%)

N/A

NA

344
(33.6%)

298
(29.1%)

N/A

208
(20.6%)

312
(30.8%)

Total # of
Non-Equity
Partners:

280
(22.9%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

NA

N/A

277 (27%)

N/A

187
(18.5%)

136
(13.4%)

Total # of
Associates:

398
(32.5%)

767
(66.6%)

777
(68%)

683
(53.3%)

625
(59%)

558
(54.4%)

410
(40%)

784
(77.4%)

557
(55%)

521
(51.5%)

Other Attorneys:

123
(10%)

49 (4.3%)

72 (6.3%)

127 (9.9%)

N/A

124 (12.1%)

40 (3.9%)

17 (1.7%)

60 (5.9%)

43 (4.2%)

$80,000 $125,000

N/A $125,000

N/A –
$125,000

$105,000 $125,000

N/A –
$125,000

N/A –
$125,000

N/A $125,000

N/A $125,000

$95,000 $125,000

N/A –
$125,000

Associate
Salary:

Largest 20 Law Firms Details 3-5
3

4

5

Jones Day

White & Case

Latham & Watkins

JonesDay.com

WhiteCase.com

lw.com

Dubai

Abu Dhabi/ Doha/ Johannesburg/ Riyadh

Abu Dhabi / Doha/ Dubai

Over the past 20 years, Jones Day has gained broad and
significant experience representing clients in the Middle
East on a variety of matters. In March 2009, we opened
our Middle East office in the heart of the Dubai
International Financial Centre.
With more than 250 of the Fortune 500 among our
clients, our lawyers in Dubai have developed extensive
global and regional experience handling a wide range of
corporate and commercial matters, including banking
and finance, cross-border transactions, mergers and
acquisitions, business restructuring and complex dispute
resolution. Our “One Firm Worldwide” structure makes
the Dubai Office an integral part of the Firm’s 32-office
global network, which spans the Americas, Europe, and
Asia and allows our lawyers to draw on the experience of
more than 2,400 lawyers worldwide.
Given our international strength in infrastructure, energy,
petrochemicals, real estate, private equity, and
arbitration, the Dubai Office will enable the Firm to
maximize service to our clients. Our presence in the
Middle East increases our ability to advise Asian,
European, and North American clients with their
domestic matters and inbound investments, as well as
Middle Eastern companies in their regional and
international operations and activities.
Our Middle East practice brings together Jones Day
lawyers from around the world to ensure that the most
current and relevant experience is made available to our
clients. With the opening of the Dubai Office, our Middle
East team consists of approximately 240 lawyers who
have experience in Middle East matters and are
principally based in Dubai, London, Washington, New
York, California, Texas, and Tokyo

For decades, White & Case has been helping its clients
successfully create and build their businesses in the
Middle East and Africa.
We have been active in the Middle East for more than
50 years. We provide a full range of services to clients
involved in commercial and financial transactions, from
investments and project engineering and construction
contract law, to acquisitions and Islamic-based
financing, among many others.
Our Middle East Practice Group includes lawyers from
the Firm’s offices in the Middle East, Europe, North
America and Asia and is active throughout the region. In
addition to our extensive work in Saudi Arabia, the Firm
has advised clients doing business in Bahrain, Egypt,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Qatar, Oman, and
the United Arab Emirates.
We also have been assisting companies doing business
on the African continent for more than 30 years. We
bring our formidable local and international expertise to
the service of South African and international clients in
South Africa and elsewhere throughout the continent.
White & Case opened an office in Johannesburg in
1995, making it the first and only foreign law firm to
establish an office in South Africa. We established the
Johannesburg office in recognition of the growing
importance of South Africa as an international
investment destination, as well for its proximity to the
markets of sub-Saharan Africa

Founded in 1934, Latham & Watkins has grown into a full-service international
powerhouse with approximately 2,000 attorneys in 27 offices around the world.
The founders of Latham & Watkins instilled an ethic of hard work, commitment
and quality that flourishes today and has nurtured the firm's dramatic growth
into one of the world's premier business law firms. With that growth, we have
built internationally recognized practices in a wide spectrum of transactional,
litigation, corporate and regulatory areas. We have also received praise for our
innovative approach to law firm management and for our pro bono work both on
a local and global scale. Our success is grounded in our devotion to the
collaborative process, which reaches across global offices and practices and
draws upon our deep subject matter expertise, an abiding commitment to
teamwork and a powerful tradition of creative lawyering. more information on
our most recent accomplishments,
Our departments are each recognized as leaders in the legal profession. Latham
consistently ranks among the best transactional and finance practices in leading
legal publications such as The American Lawyer, mergermarket, Chambers and
Asia Legal Business and earns praise worldwide for work on high-profile and
groundbreaking deals. The firm has one of the largest and most sophisticated
litigation practices in the world, offering expertise in a multitude of substantive
areas. Latham is one of the few firms to have been named in The American
Lawyer's Litigation Department of the Year survey in 2004, 2006 and 2008. Our
environmental practice has been at the forefront of this rapidly changing area for
the last two decades and was named as the top firm in the world for
environmental expertise by The International Who's Who in 2007. The firm has a
long and rich history in tax matters, dating back to founding partner Dana
Latham, former Commissioner of the US Internal Revenue Service.
Latham's dedication to excellence extends to pro bono and public service. As a
Signator to the Law Firm Pro Bono Challenge, we have a longstanding
commitment to providing pro bono legal services, financial support and volunteer
time to charitable organizations and to individuals most in need throughout the
world. For more information on the firm's most recent pro bono activities,
please click here. In addition, our attorneys, paralegals and staff devote
significant time to a diverse array of worthy causes. From firmwide projects that
comprise multiple offices to the individual contributions of members of the
Latham family, these deeds impact our communities in enduring ways. Click

Largest 20 Law Firms Details 6-8
6

7

8

Skadden

Sidley

GreenbergTraurig

www.skadden.com

www.sidley.com

www.gtlaw.com

BEIJING BOSTON BRUSSELS CHICAGO FRANKFURT
HONG KONG HOUSTON LONDON LOS ANGELES
MOSCOW MUNICH
NEW YORK PALO ALTO PARIS SAN FRANCISCO SÃO
PAULO
SHANGHAI SINGAPORE SYDNEY TOKYO TORONTO
VIENNA
WASHINGTON, D.C. WILMINGTON

Beijing Brussels/Chicago / Dallas/ Frankfurt/Geneva
Hong Kong/London/ Los Angeles/New York/Palo Alto/San
Francisco/Shanghai/ Singapore/ Sydney/Tokyo/ Washington, D.C.

Albany/Amsterdam /Atlanta/ Austin/ Boston/Chicago /Dallas
/Delaware /Denver /Fort Lauderdale /Houston /Las Vegas
/London* /Los Angeles /Miami /Milan - A GT Strategic Alliance /New
Jersey /New York /Orange County /Orlando /Palm Beach County
North /Palm Beach County South /Philadelphia /Phoenix /Rome - A
GT Strategic Alliance/Sacramento /Shanghai /Silicon Valley
/Tallahassee /Tampa /Tokyo - A GT Strategic Alliance /Tysons Corner
/Washington, D.C. /White lains/Zurich - A GT Strategic Alliance
Milan - Studio Santa Maria /Rome - Studio Santa Maria
Tokyo - TA Lawyers GKJ / Zurich - Weber Law Office

Sidley is a truly global law firm, with approximately 1700 lawyers in 17
offices. We are privileged to serve clients across the entire spectrum of
law, from complex cross-border transactions to “bet the company”
litigation.
We describe here, in detail, our practices, our industries and our
community commitments that continue a tradition of more than 140
years and that define and distinguish our firm.
About Sidley
Sidley provides a broad range of legal services to meet the needs of our
diverse client base. The strategic establishment of our offices in the
key corporate and financial centers of the world has enabled us to
represent a broad range of clients that includes multinational and
domestic corporations, government authorities, banks and financial
institutions.
Sidley has a major capital markets practice and a broad transactional
practice. Major practice disciplines include corporate and securities,
mergers and acquisitions, securitization, intellectual property, funds
and other pooled investments, bankruptcy and corporate
reorganization, bank and commercial lending, public finance, real
estate, project finance, tax and employee benefits, as well as trusts
and estates.
Sidley offers clients extensive litigation experience in regulatory, trial
and appellate matters spanning virtually every area of substantive law.
Main practice areas include general and commercial litigation,
regulatory and financial litigation, antitrust, white collar criminal
defense, environmental, life sciences, patent and other intellectual
property litigation, product liability and mass tort litigation,

Greenberg Traurig has established several strategic alliances as part
of its commitment to meet the evolving needs of clients. Through our
alliances, we have expanded our international reach.
Working together with our strategic alliance partners, GT provides
clients with a broad international platform of legal services and
industry experience, as well as local insights and trusted contacts
throughout Europe and Asia. We also offer our U.S.-based clients
additional access points to business opportunities in these markets.

Largest 20 Law Firms Details 9-11
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10
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Myer Brown

Morgan Lewis

Holland & Knight (operating In Israil)

MayerBrown.com

MorganLewis.com

HKlaw.com

Americas : Charlotte Chicago Houston Los Angeles New York
Palo Alto São Paulo Washington DC
Asia : Bangkok Beijing Guangzhou Hanoi Ho Chi Minh City
Hong Kong Shanghai
Europe: Berlin Brussels Cologne
Frankfurt London Paris

Beijing,Boston, Brussels, Chicago. Dallas, Frankfurt, Harrisburg.
Houston, Irvine, London, Los Angeles, Miami. Minneapolis. New York,
Palo Alto. Paris. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Princeton. San Francisco,
Tokyo, Washington, D.C.

USA: tlanta, Bethesda, Boston, Chicago, Ft Lauderdale
Jacksonville, Lakeland, Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
Northern ,Virginia, Orlando, Portland, San Francisco,
Tallahassee, Tampa, Washington, D.C., West Palm Beach,
China : Beijing
Israel: Tel Aviv*,Haim Samet, Steinmetz, Haring & Co.
Mexico : Mexico City, Holland & Knight - Gallástegui y
Lozano, S.C.
United Arab Emirates : Abu Dhabi
Venezuela : Caracas*

Mayer Brown is a leading global law firm with offices in key business
centers across the Americas, Asia and Europe. We have more than 1,650
lawyers worldwide, including approximately 900 in the Americas, 450 in
Europe and 300 in Asia.

Morgan Lewis provides comprehensive transactional, litigation, labor
and employment, and intellectual property legal services to clients of
all sizes—from global Fortune 100 companies to just-conceived
startups—across all major industries.
The firm’s service philosophy is grounded in a disciplined approach to
advancing our clients’ interests as effectively and efficiently as
possible.
In every representation, Morgan Lewis attorneys are committed to
knowing and fully understanding each client’s specific business,
industry environment, and legal concerns, with a focus on both
immediate and long-term goals. Our regulatory and industry-focused
practices such as Antitrust, Energy, Life Sciences, and Securities help
clients craft and execute strategies to address legal, government, and
policy challenges in today’s rapidly changing economic and regulatory
environment.
Morgan Lewis has nearly 1,400 lawyers and 1,500 other
professionals, including patent agents, employee benefits advisors,
and other specialists, in 22 offices in the United States, Europe, and
Asia: Beijing, Boston, Brussels, Chicago, Dallas, Frankfurt, Harrisburg,
Houston, Irvine, London, Los Angeles, Miami, Minneapolis, New York,
Palo Alto, Paris, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Princeton, San Francisco,
Tokyo, and Washington, D.C. Morgan Lewis has one of the highest
concentrations of East Coast lawyers of any one firm—including more
than 750 lawyers combined in New York, Washington, D.C., and
Philadelphia—as well as nearly 300 lawyers in California and more
than 75 lawyers in Houston and Dallas combined.
Close-working client relationships with an emphasis on results has

The hallmark of Holland & Knight's success has always
been and continues to be legal work of the highest
quality, performed by well prepared lawyers who revere
their profession and are devoted to their clients.

Mayer Brown is noted for its commitment to client service and its ability
to assist clients with their most complex and demanding legal and
business challenges worldwide. The firm serves many of the world’s
largest companies, including a significant proportion of the Fortune 100,
FTSE 100 and DAX companies and more than half of the world's largest
investment banks. Mayer Brown is particularly renowned for its Supreme
Court and appellate, litigation, corporate and securities, finance, real
estate and tax practices.
The firm's Asia presence was enhanced by its 2008 combination with
JSM (formerly Johnson Stokes & Master), one of the largest and oldest
law firms in Asia. This unequalled on-the-ground presence in the world’s
leading markets for legal services enables Mayer Brown to offer clients
local market knowledge combined with global reach. For additional
information related to this transformational event for Mayer Brown and
JSM
Since its founding as a single office in 1881, Mayer Brown has grown to
operate in key business centers across the Americas, Asia and
Europe.The firm's worldwide presence is further enhanced by its alliances
with the Spanish firm Ramon & Cajal; Tonucci & Partners, a Rome-based,
Italian law firm with offices in Italy. Romania and Albania; and with
Mexico City-based Jauregui, Navarrete y Nader. In early 2008, Mayer
Brown combined with leading Asian law firm Johnson Stokes & Master to

Holland & Knight remains dedicated to developing and
maintaining long-term relationships. The firm's growth is
due in large part to the success of our clients. We are
honored to be able to contribute to their success and
growth across the United States and around the world.
Since our beginning, Holland & Knight attorneys have
delivered focused, responsive and personalized service
resulting in lasting relationships with our clients.

http://www.jonesday.com
•

Over the past 20 years, Jones Day has gained broad and significant experience
representing clients in the Middle East on a variety of matters. In March 2009,
we opened our Middle East office in the heart of the Dubai International
Financial Centre.

•

With more than 250 of the Fortune 500 among our clients, our lawyers in
Dubai have developed extensive global and regional experience handling a wide
range of corporate and commercial matters, including banking and finance,
cross-border transactions, mergers and acquisitions, business restructuring and
complex dispute resolution. Our “One Firm Worldwide” structure makes the
Dubai Office an integral part of the Firm’s 32-office global network, which
spans the Americas, Europe, and Asia and allows our lawyers to draw on the
experience of more than 2,400 lawyers worldwide.

•

Given our international strength in infrastructure, energy, petrochemicals, real
estate, private equity, and arbitration, the Dubai Office will enable the Firm to
maximize service to our clients. Our presence in the Middle East increases our
ability to advise Asian, European, and North American clients with their
domestic matters and inbound investments, as well as Middle Eastern
companies in their regional and international operations and activities.

•

Our Middle East practice brings together Jones Day lawyers from around the
world to ensure that the most current and relevant experience is made
available to our clients. With the opening of the Dubai Office, our Middle East
team consists of approximately 240 lawyers who have experience in Middle
East matters and are principally based in Dubai, London, Washington, New
York, California, Texas, and Toky

Partner-in-Charge
Arman Galledari
Tel: +971.4.401.9790
E-mail
Related Offices
Dubai
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Europe Top Law Firms
Leading law firms in Europe
Bonelli Erede Pappalardo enjoys a distinguised reputation as
one of Italy's finest law firms and is one of the few Italian
firms capable of offering comprehensive legal advice in all
sectors of business law.

Hengeler Mueller specialises in high-quality legal advice in
complex business transactions. Hengeler Mueller has for many
years been among the top law firms in Germany and Europe in
its core areas of practice.

Bredin Prat is one of the world's leading independent law
firms, committed to providing legal advice of the highest
standards. The firm is known for its outstanding quality of
service, combining technical excellence with commercial
awareness and innovative thought.

Klavins & Slaidins LAWIN is one of the leading and largest law
firms in Latvia providing services in all major fields of business
law. The Firm is distinguished by high-quality standards,
extensive experience and leading specialists. It provides legal
guidance to leading multinational companies and financial
institutions, as well as investors in Latvia and local companies.

De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek is an independent law firm,
specialised in providing high-end legal advice in business
transactions and commercial litigation. For domestic and
international companies. For financial institutions. And for
governmental bodies.

Lepik & Luhaäär LAWIN is one of the leading and largest fullservice law firms in Estonia. The firm advises in all major fields of
business law and is distinguished by extensive experience and
professional services delivered.

DORDA BRUGGER JORDIS Rechtsanwälte Since its
establishment in 1976 DORDA BRUGGER JORDIS has grown
into a leading business law firm in Vienna, Austria. Its
service comprises all areas of Business Law for both foreign
and domestic clients in core-competence areas.

Based in Sweden, Mannheimer Swartling has developed into a
leading business law firm in the Nordic region. Chambers and
Partners named Mannheimer Swartling the 'Best Swedish Firm
of the Year' at its annual Chambers Europe Awards for
Excellence ceremony in April 2009.

Etude Patrick Goergen was founded by Mr Patrick Goergen in
1995. In Luxembourg, the firm specialises in European
Union law. It also provides full assistance in Luxembourg law,
in particular in banking and financial, as well as in
commercial and company law.

Slaughter and May is regarded as one of the most prestigioin the
world. Its 730 lawyers worldwide advise on high profile and
groundbreaking international transactions and have an excellent
and varied client list that includes leading companies,
organisations and governments.

Føyen Advokatfirma DA represents one of Norway's leading
law firms in the sectors Construction and Property; Corporate
and Tax; ICT and Media; Insolvency and Restruction; Labour
law; Litigation and Dispute Resolution. The firm is based in
Oslo, with its sister organisation based in Sweden.

Uría Menéndez has evolved from the firm established in the
1940s into a prestigious law firm in the Iberian Peninsula and
Latin America with a total of fourteen offices in Europe, the
United States and Latin America. The firm advises on Spanish,
Portuguese and European Union law.
http://www.eubusiness.com/topics/eulaw/firms

Europe Top Law Firms
Leading law firms in Europe (1/2)
Bonelli Erede Pappalardo

Bredin Prat - Independent
French law firm in Paris
and Brussels

De Brauw Blackstone
Westbroek

Dorda Brugger Jordis
Rechtsanwälte

Etude Patrick Goergen

Føyen Advokatfirma DA

Established:

1999

1989

1871

1976

1995

Not Listed

Employees:

300

40

324

74

5

100

Country:

Italy

France

The Netherlands

Austria

Luxembourg

Norway

Subsidiaries:

Milan, Genoa, Rome
Brussels, London

Sector:

Law

Areas of
Legal practice:

Every aspect of business
law

Contact:

Tel:

London, New York

None

Has access to international
organizations as well as a
worldwide correspondent
network

None

Law

Law

EU- and Luxembourg law
and debt collection

Law

Corporate, Tax,
Competition and
Litigation & Arbitration

Competition/EU,
Corporate/M&A, Dispute
Resolution, Employment,
Energy & Natural Resources
, Intellectual Property,
Investment Funds,
Restructuring / Insolvency,
TMT: IT & IT Outsourcing
and Aviation

Corporate Law, M & A,
Privatizations, Banking &
Finance, Capital Markets,
European Union Law, Labour
Law, Tax Law, Real Estate,
Litigation, Civil Procedure and
Arbitration, Insurance Law,
Cartel Law (Competition Law,
Merger Control), Unfair
Competition and Trademarks,
Intellectual Property,
Copyright, Media Law, Trusts
and Estates, Public Law
(Administrative Law),
Telecom, IT and Energy,
Insolvency and Restructuring

The firm specializes in
European Union law and
debt collection. Its
competence as well in
Luxembourg law makes the
firm a privileged partner for
clients in Luxembourg and
abroad.

Construction and
Property; Corporate
and Tax; ICT and Media;
Insolvency and
Restruction; Labour
law; Litigation and
Dispute Resolution.

Square de Meeûs, 40
1000 Brussels

130, rue du Faubourg
Saint-Honoré
75008 Paris

Claude Debussylaan 80
1082 MD Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Dr.-Karl-Lueger-Ring 10
1010 Vienna/Wien

25 rue Philippe II
B.P. 381, L-2013
Luxembourg, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg

CJ Hambros pl 2 A
Postboks 7086, St
Olavs pl, 0130 Oslo

+32 2 5520070

+33 (0)1 44 35 35 35

+31 20 577 1771

(+43-1)533 47 95 – 0

(+352) 26 27 25 1

21931000

info@bredinprat.com

amsterdam@debrauw.com

office@dbj.at

patrick.goergen@barreau.lu

(+43-1) 533 47 97

(+352) 26 27 25 21

Email:
Fax:

+32 2 5520071

Paris, Brussels

Law

+33 (0)1 42 89 10 73

+31 20 577 1775

21931001

Europe Top Law Firms
Leading law firms in Europe (2/2)
Hengeler
Mueller

Klavins &
Slaidins LAWIN

Lepik &
Luhaäär LAWIN

Mannheimer
Swartling

Slaughter
and May

Uría
Menéndez

Established:

1990

1992

1990

1990

1889

1940s

Employees:

250

32

34

650

1,200

550

Germany

Latvia

Estonia

Sweden

United Kingdom

Spain

Country:
Subsidiaries:

Berlin, Düsseldorf,
Frankfurt, Munich,
Brussels and London.

Talinn, Riga and Vilnius.

Talinn, Riga and Vilnius.

Berlin, Frankfurt, St.
Petersburg, Moscow, Hong
Kong, Shanghai, Brussels,
New York

London, Paris, Brussels
and Hong Kong

key cities in Europe, North
America and Latin America.

Sector:

Law

Law

Business Law

Business Law

Business Law

Business Law

Areas of
Legal practice:

Corporate, M&A, Banking
and Capital Markets,
Financial Institutions,
Antitrust, Merger Control,
Tax, Labour Law,
Regulatory Matters,
Intellectual Property, IT,
Litigation, Arbitration,
Alternative Dispute
Resolution.

M&A, Corporate, Finance
and Tax practices, Dispute
resolution.

Corporate & M&A ;
Banking, Finance &
Securities; Real Estate &
Construction;
Competition & Trade;
Litigation & Arbitration.

Corporate/M&A, Finance &
Securities, Litigation &
Arbitration, Real Estate,
IT/Media/Telecommunicatio
ns, Corporate Taxation, EU,
Environmental,Intellectual
Property.

Mergers and Acquisitions,
Corporate and Commercial
and Financing represent
the firm's core practice
areas. It also has leading
practitioners in more
specialist areas including
Tax, Competition, Dispute
Resolution, Commercial
Real Estate, Pensions and
Employment, Financial
Regulation, Information
Technology and
Intellectual Property.

Banking & capital markets,
company and commercial,
environment, litigation &
arbitration, infrastructures,
project finance, private
equity, telecommunications,
EU and competition,
intellectual property, labour,
tax, maritime, transport,
logistics & real estate.

Contact:

Bockenheimer
Landstrasse 24
60323 Frankfurt am
Main

15 Elizabetes Street,
Riga, LV-1010, Latvia

Niguliste Street 4
Tallinn 10130

Norrlandsgatan 21
Box 1711
111 87 Stockholm

One Bunhill Row
London
EC1Y 8YY

Príncipe de Vergara 187
Madrid
28002

Tel:

+49 69 17095-0

(+371) 6781 4848

+372 6 306 460

+46 (0)8 595 060 00

+44 (0)20 7600 1200

+34 91 586 0400

riga@lawin.lv

tallinn@lawin.ee

Email:

madrid@uria.com

Fax:

+49 69 725773

(+371) 6781 4849

+372 6 306 463

+46 (0)8 595 060 01

+44 (0)20 7090 5000

Web:

www.hengeler.com

www.lawin.lv

www.lawin.ee

www.mannheimerswartling.s
www.slaughterandmay.co
www.uria.com
e
m

http://www.law.com/career_center/surveys_rankings.shtml


+34 91 586 0403

http://www.law.com/jsp/law/international/index.jsp
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Local Competition :
Objectives & Selection Criteria


Competition Selection Criteria :
Reviewing legal Firms in Egypt, selected law firms based on two
International ranking sites : IFLR 1000 and Legal 500



Ranked Law Firms :
Below Law-Firms are ranked on IFLR 1000 & Legal
500

Ranked Law-Firms
Al Kamel Law Office
Helmy, Hamza & Partners (Baker & McKenzie)
Kosheri, Rashed & Riad
Denton Wilde Sapte - Ahmed Safaa El Din El Oteifi


Objectives of Competition Analysis :

Shalakany Law Office -



Understand our competitors , obtain a database

Ibrachy & Dermarkar



Assessment of the Firm’s Ranking against Competition
Evaluation of Competitor’s Strength & Weakness

Sharkawy & Sarhan



Identify Market Opportunities and activities



Assessment of competitors Marketing Activities Against

Trowers & Hamlins in association with Nour Law Office



Recruitment and head-hunting of Talents

Zulficar & Partners Law Firm

DLA Matouk Bassiouny

Zaki Hashem & Partners, Attorneys at Law
Hassouna & Abou Ali
Marghany Advocates
Nassar Law
Nadoury & Nahas Law Offices
Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm

Local Competition :
Legal Market Overview : (Based on IFLR1000)
Egypt : IFLR 100 Ranking

Project Finance



is the guide to the world's leading financial law firms. Based on extensive independent
research,



Provides rankings and analysis of the best financial law firms operating in more than
100 markets worldwide.

Mechanism :
IFLRL 1000 sends a set of research questionnaires to each of the featured firms (and
some that are not featured) asking them to supply details of their deals over the past
12 months in each of the practice areas we cover, as well as client referees and details
of changes in personnel

Rankings :






Baker & McKenzie

1

1

1

Shalakany Law Office

1

1

1

Al Kamel Law Office

2

2

2

Denton Wilde Sapte

2

2

2

Ibrachy & Dermarkar

2

2

2

Sharkawy & Sarhan

2

3

2

Zaki Hashem & Partners

2

1

2

DLA Matouk & Bassiouny

3

2

2

Ibrachy Law Firm

3

2

2

Trowers & Hamlins

3

2

Hassouna & Abou Ali

4

3

-

Kosheri Rashed & Riad

4

3

-

Sarwat A Shahid Law Firm

4

3

-

Sharkawy & Sarhan

2

3

2

About IFLR1000 :





Mergers & Acquisitions



Banking & Capital Market



It reflect the opinions of clients and competitors of the featured firms, gathered during
an extensive interview process. They can therefore be considered to represent a crosssection of market opinion. More weight is given to client feedback than competitor
feedback; however, the latter is still an essential part of our method.
IFLR does not use the questionnaires in the ranking process, except to provide client
referees, verify facts, and reach a decision on rankings where there is no clear
consensus among interviewees (this is rare).

The IFLR1000 is a purely qualitative survey. While we do keep track of statistics for research
purposes, they are only reflected in the rankings insofar as they affect the market's perception
of the firm, according to the criteria listed above

Source :

http://www.iflr1000.com/Jurisdiction/49/Egypt.html

Local Competition :
Ranking Tools : Based on Legal 500 (EMEA )

Dispute resolution

Oil & Gas

Privatisation

1

1

1

2

-

Shalakany

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

• Used by commercial and private clients, corporate counsel, CEOs,
FDs and professional advisers - as well as by other referrers of
work both nationally and internationally - the series is widely
regarded as offering the definitive judgement of law firm
capabilities.

Zaki Hasham

2

1

1

2

1

-

1

Sharkawy & Sarhan

2

3

1

-

2

Ibrachy & Dermarkar

3

3

-

3

2

n

Trowers & Hamlins

3

2

-

2

2

n

Legal 500 : Editorial Sections

2

3

2

2
1

3

AL KAMEL LAW OFFICE

2

1

KOSHERI, RASHED & RIAD

3

1

Corporate and M&A

Dispute resolution

Oil and gas

Privatisation

Projects & infrastructure

Legal market

Helmy, Hamza

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Sarwat A. Shahid

3

Shalakany Law Office

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Marghany Advocates

3

Zaki Hashem &
Partners

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Sharkawy & Sarhan

n

n

n

n

Ibrachy Law Firm

n

n

n

Telecoms

Banking and finance

Al Kamel Law Office

n

2

3

2

2

2

Legal Market

Legal market

1

Telecom

Corporate & M&A

• Published for over twenty years, the Legal 500 Series provides the
most comprehensive worldwide coverage currently available on
legal services providers, in over 100 countries.

Projects and
infrastructure

Banking & finance

Helmy, Hamza

About the Legal 500 series

1

1

n

1

n

2

DLA Matouk Bassiouny

3

2

3

3

2

3

Denton Wilde Sapte

3

3

2

2

2

2

Nassar Law

3

3

2

3

Hassouna & Abou Ali

3

Nadoury & Nahas

n

3

2

3
3

Hafez – INT’L ARBITRATION

1

Karim Adel Law Office

3

3
3

Local Competition :
Legal Market Overview : Ranking Based on Legal 500

Banking & Capital Market

Corporate & MA

Tier
1

Baker & McKenzie
Shalakany Law Office

Baker & McKenzie
Shalakany Law Office
Zaki Hashem &
Partners

Tier
2

Al Kamel Law Office
Denton Wilde Sapte
Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Sharkawy & Sarhan
Zaki Hashem &
Partners

Al Kamel Law Office
DLA Matouk Bassiouny
Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Trowers & Hamlins

Tier
3

DLA Matouk &
Bassiouny
Ibrachy Law Firm
Trowers & Hamlins

Denton Wilde Sapte
Hassouna & Abou Ali
Ibrachy Law Firm
Kosheri, Rashed & Riad
Marghany Advocates
Nadoury & Nahas
Sarwat A. Shahid
Sharkawy & Sarhan

Tier
4

Hassouna & Abou Ali
Kosheri Rashed & Riad
Sarwat A Shahid Law
Firm

Dispute Resolution
AL KAMEL LAW OFFICE
HAFEZ – INT’l
ARBITRATION
Baker & McKenzie
Kosheri Rashed & Riad
Shalakany Law Office
Denton Wilde Sapte
Hassouna & Abou Ali
Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Zaki Hashem & Partners,

DLA Matouk Bassiouny
Karim Adel Law Office
Marghany Advocates
Nadoury & Nahas Law
Nassar Law
Trowers & Hamlins

Project Finance

Mergers &
Acquisitions

Baker & McKenzie
Shalakany Law Office

Baker & McKenzie
Shalakany Law Office
Zaki Hashem &
Partners

Al Kamel Law Office
Denton Wilde Sapte
DLA Matouk &
Bassiouny
Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Sharkawy & Sarhan
Trowers & Hamlins
Zaki Hashem &
Partners

Al Kamel Law Office
Denton Wilde Sapte
DLA Matouk &
Bassiouny
Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Ibrachy Law Firm
Trowers & Hamlins
Hassouna & Abou Ali
Kosheri Rashed & Riad
Sarwat A Shahid Law
Sharkawy & Sarhan

Local Competition :
Operating Models for Law-firms in Egypt
Three Model applied Locally in Egypt as below :
Organic Growth

Shalakany Law Office
Kosheri Rashed & Riad
Zulficar & Partners
Sharkawy Law
Hassouna & Abou Ali
Sarwat A Shahid Law Firm
Zaki Hashem & Partners
Al Kamel Law Office

Affiliation with
Ranked US Firms

Affiliation with
Non Ranked

Helmy, Hamza
DLA Matouk Bassiouny

Ranked 1

Trowers & Hamlins with Nour Law office
Denton Wilde Sapte El Oteifi and Afifi
Ibrachy & Dermarkar

Ranked 2

Local Competition :
Law Firms Index & Details

Ibrachy
Law Firm

Kosheri Rashed
& Riad

Mena
Associates

Zulficar
& Partners

Shalakny

Bakery &
Mackenzie

Sharkawy
Law

Address

14 Abdel Moneim Riad ,
Mohadeseen

16 Maamal El-Sokkar ,
Garden City

21, Soliman Abaza
St.
Mohandessin,

Nile City Building,
South Tower, 8th FL
Corniche El Nil

12 El Marashly St.,
Zamalek, :

Nile City Building
North Tower 21st
Floor Cornich El Nil

2 Metwally el Sharawy
st, Sheraton Heliopolis

Tele

333 810 99

279 54 795/279 59
228

3762 6201 /03

2461 9371 /2
2735 1697

27288888/03 4849998

2 461 9301

226 90 881

Fax

333 810 99

279 58 521

3762 6202

27370661-03 4815908

2 461 9302

Email

Ashraf.elibrachy@ibrachy.c
om

Samiakr@link.net
Mailbon@krr-law.com

Cairo@amereller.co
m

mail@shalakany.com
alenandriaoffice@shalak
any.com

Web

www.ibrachy.com

www.krr-law.com

www.amereller.com

www.zulficarpartners.c
om

www.shalakany.com

www.bakernet.com

Hassouna
& Abou Ali

Sarwat A Shahid
Law Firm

Denton Wilde Sapte
El Oteifi and Afifi

Zaki Hashem
& Partners

Al Kamel
Law Office

Towers &
Hamlins

as@sharkawylaw.com
KS@sharkawylaw.com
www.sharkawylaw.com

DLA
Matouk
Bassiouny

Address

1 El Gabaleya Street
3rd Fl Zamalek

2 Abdel Kader Hamza
Street
Garden City

20 B Adly Street, P.O.
Box 858 Ataba
Cairo, Egypt

9 Shagaret El Dor
Street Zamalek

23 Kasr el Nil Street

17 Nabil El-Wakad ,
Dokki , Giza

DLA Matouk
Bassiouny
13 El Birgass Street
Garden City
Cairo

Tel

27357332

27924101 /2

2393 3593; /2393
5557

2735 0574

3933 766

3716 15271

2 795 4228/8179

Fax

27357314

27924104

2393 5447

2736 7717

39 33 585

376 15272

Email

egypt@trowers.com

halaw@hassounaabouali.com

Law@hashemlaw.com

Al.kamel@kamelaw.co
m

Web

www.trowers.com/off
ices/cairo/location.cf
m

www.hassounaabouali.net

www.hashemlaw.com

www.kamelaw.com

www.shahidlaw.com

http://www.dlapiper.
com/egypt/

Local Competition :
Law Firms Web-Sites
Bakery & Mackenzie

Ibrachy Law Firm

Trowers & Hamlins

zulficarpartners.com

Mena & Associates

Nadoury Nahas Law Offices

Kosheri ,Rashed & Riad Law Firm

Hassouna & Abou Ali

Shalakany Law office

Sharkawy & Sarhan

Sarwat Abdel Shahid Law

Ibrachy & Dermarkar

Al Kamel Law Office
• The practice at Al Kamel is led by partners Mohammed and Rasheed Kamel. Clients have particular praise for Rasheed: "I have a good relationship with Rasheed Kamel, he's readily available and
very pro-active," says one client. Peers were also positive: "A very good focused young lawyer," was one rival partner's opinion.
• One of the largest projects for the banking team saw it advise Standard Bank in relation to a $100 million loan facility issued to an Egyptian food company. The firm also advised real-estate
developer Palm Hills Development in the Islamic finance elements of an extension to a E£1 billion ($179 million) loan facility.
• Mahmoud Wahba and Rasheed Kamel advise South Asian Petrochemical in a $1 billion financing facility to the Egyptian Polyester Co. by the International Finance Corporation and a syndicate of
banks.
• The firm also acted for Palm Hills in the M&A sector, advising over several acquisitions with a combined value of $200 million. Another key deal saw the firm acting for Minapharm Pharmaceuticals
in relation to the sale of certain assets of Bristol Myers Squibb's Egyptian operation. The firm also advised EFG Private Equity in the acquisition of numerous assets in the oil and gas, food,
agriculture and chemical industries.
• In the project finance area the firm acted for Toepfer in the financing and expansion of the unloading facilities at the port of Dekhela.

Banking and
finance
2nd

Al Kamel Law Office boasts a strong reputation in banking and finance, acting for financial
institutions including UBS, Standard Chartered, Credit Suisse and Morgan Stanley. Standard Bank
were advised in respect to a loan facility of $100m for a domestic food company, while Palm Hills
Development is a key client for project finance.

Corporate and
M&A
2nd

Al Kamel Law Office gives ‘very timely advice’ with ‘a good grasp of the legal issues’. Recent deals
include advising regular client Palm Hills Development on several acquisitions valued at over
$200M and preparing it for its IPO. Corporate department partner Rasheed Kamel is praised for his
‘creativity in finding solutions’ and being ‘very business focused’.

Dispute
resolution
1st

The dispute resolution strength of name partner Mohamed Kamel places the firm among the best
dispute resolution firms in Egypt. Rated as an ‘arbitration guru’ and ‘a very well known jurist’,
Kamel has acted for Boeing on significant litigation cases, most notably in actions brought before
the Egyptian Courts by heirs of victims of Egypt Air Flight 990 which crashed in 1999. Other clients
include Noble Group, Ford and Hyatt.

Oil and gas
2nd

Privatisation
2nd

Projects and
infrastructure
3rd

Our clients include Abu Dhabi National Energy Company (TAQA), Chevron Corporation, and the UK’s
Centrica Energy. The team’s Dr Mohamed Kamel recently lead on TAQA’s acquisition of Devon
Energy’s Egyptian portfolio for $375m, which included eight oil concessions. The team also advised
on a refinery project.
Full-service Al Kamel Law Office advised private sector bidders including private equity investor
Actis in its bid for a stake in a local bank, and Essar Group in its bid for the government interest in
Suez Steel Company. The team advised The National Drilling Company on the possible sale of a
controlling interest to a Kuwaiti private equity group.
We harbours strong project finance expertise, recently acting for regional real estate developer and
borrower Palm Hills Developments on a loan facility of EGP1bn intended by Commercial
International Bank (CIB). Other work includes advising on a bid in connection with the development
of the Alexandria Port tourist area.

Shipping
3rd

Al Kamel Law Office has a transport practice that includes dry shipping and aviation instructions,
with Rasheed Kamel, described as ‘creative, pleasant and reachable at all times’, acting as
counsel to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in regard to the construction of a vessel.

Telecoms
2nd

The ‘responsive and cooperative’ Al Kamel Law Office provides regular counsel to
telecommunications companies, regularly advising France Télécom, Orange and ALTA
Telecommunications, as well as Telecom Italia in its bid for Egypt’s third mobile license.

Al Kamel Law Office
AL KAMEL LAW BUILDING,, 17 NABIL EL WAKAD
STREET,
DOKKI, GIZA
Tel: Work +202 3761 52 71
Fax +202 3761 52 72
Web: www.kamelaw.com
Email: kmlaw@kamelaw.com Giza, Alexandria
Number of lawyers 45
Languages Arabic English French German
Category

Contact

Banking and
finance

Mahmoud Wahba, Moustafa
Moustafa, Rasheed Kamel

Corporate and M&A

Mahmoud Wahba, Rasheed
Kamel

Dispute resolution

Dr Mohamed Kamel, Abul Fadl
Hosny

Energy and power

Dr Mohamed Kamel

Government affairs

Dr Mohamed Kamel

Intellectual property

Dr Mohamed Kamel, Sayed
Ammar

Privatisation

Mahmoud Wahba, Moustafa
Moustafa

Projects and
infrastructure

Moustafa Moustafa, Rasheed
Kamel

Real estate and
construction

Abul Fadl Hosny, Tarek Zahran

Shipping and
aviation

Abul Fadl Hosny, Tamim Foda

Tan

Eid Saeid, Mahmoud Abass

Telecoms and
media

Dr Mohamed Kamel, Rasheed
Kamel

Helmy, Hamza & Partners (Baker & McKenzie)
• Baker & McKenzie showed its strength as an all-round top-tier firm as the Ministry of Finance consulted it on two of Egypt’s sovereign bond offerings. The E£6 Bil notes were issued in two tranches
into the Int’l capital markets.
• Taher Helmy worked on the deal with Mohammad Ghannan, the latter receiving praise from one client as “one of the guys I would put my money on”.
• In May 2008, Palm Hills Development Company enlisted the firm to advise on its E£2 billion IPO of shares on the Cairo and Alexandria Stock Exchange, including the listing of GDRs on the London
Stock Exchange. Banks around the world frequently engage the firm’s first-class project finance practice for projects in the region. For ensample, the firm acted for Korean Export Import Bank
(Kexim) in relation to its $2.2 billion financing in setting up the Egyptian Refinery Company.
• Advised BNP and SMBC in the $1.4 billion refinancing of the Port Saïd and Suez Gulf power projects in Egypt.
• Acted for the lenders and guarantor banks in a $1 billion non-recourse refinancing of the Spanish Egyptian Gas Company’s liquefied natural gas (LNG) plant located at the Damietta Port Private
Free Zone.
• Advised National Société Generale Bank in entending a E£1.1 billion loan to El Sewedy Cables to establish one of Egypt’s largest cement facilities.
• Advised Banque Misr in connection to the contemplated sale by tender of Banque du Caire. If completed, it would be the largest privatization of a state-owned Egyptian Bank.
• Advised the National Bank of Kuwait Capital on its $800 million acquisition of AlWatany Bank of Egypt.

Dispute
resolution
1st

Hazim Rizkana M. Partner is described as ‘a very fine arbitration lawyer’ and leads a strong
disputes team. Recent arbitration clients include Egypt and the Tourism Development Authority,
while the team acted on a landmark litigation case under new competition laws filed by the
Egyptian Competition Authority against cement companies Lafarge and Assiut Cement.

Banking
and finance
1st

Company finance practice encompasses bank lending and capital markets, recently advising
NSGB in entending a EGP1.4bn loan to El Sewedy Cables for a greenfield cement facility. The
firm’s capital raising deals have included advising on the two biggest recent IPO’s (TMG Holding
and Palm Hills) and two $1bn national government bond tranches.

Corporate
and M&A
1st
Legal
market

Oil and gas
2nd

Highly recommended’ The company remains comfortably positioned, frequently advising on
sizeable acquisitions. Clients comment that the firm is ‘extremely responsive and well aware of
corporate constraints’. Helmy Hamza advised the National Bank of Kuwait Capital on its purchase
of Egyptian Al Watany Bank for $516m. Managing partner Hazim Rizkana is deemed ‘an excellent
corporate lawyer’.
Same

Company team continues to be ‘at the top of their game’, delivering regular advice to the Ministry
of Petroleum. The practice’s recent flagship deal was for Korean Export Import Bank (KEXIM) in a
$2.2bn refinery project financing. The firm has extensive experience negotiating contracts for gasfired projects.

Privatisatio
n
1st

Highly recommended’ the company continues to play an integral part in the restructuring of the
state-owned insurance industry, which holds strong privatization potential. The team’s resume is
second-to-none, having advised on the majority of recent sales, including for Bank of Alexandria on
its 80%, $1.6bn sale to Italy’s SaoPaolo IMI, and acting for Banque du Caire with regard to its
scuttled sale. Partners Taher Helmy and Mohammed Ghannam are praised for ‘absolute
responsiveness’.

Projects
and
infrastructu
re
1st

The Company is described as ‘a firm you can rely on when it comes to complicated deals being
done for the first time in Egypt’. The team advised El Sewedy Cables in connection with a $900m
copper smelter and refining project, and assisted the Ministry of Petroleum in overcoming major
challenges that threatened to derail a major project in the fertilizer industry after $450m was
already invested.

Telecoms
1st

The company remains a key firm in Egypt’s telecommunications market, acting as chief legal
counsel to Telecom Egypt, the largest fined line operator in the Middle East and Africa and the sole

Helmy, Hamza & Partners (Baker &
McKenzie)

NILE CITY BUILDING, NORTH TOWER, 21ST FLOOR,
CORNICH EL NIL, RAMLET BEAULAC, CAIRO
Tel: +20 2 2461 9301
Fax+20 2 2461 9302
Web: www.bakernet.com
Number of lawyers 3,900 at this office 39
Languages English /French / German
Other offices : 68 offices in 38 countries
Category
Contact around the
world
Corporate, mergers and
Mohamad Talaat, Mohamed Ghannam,
acquisitions
Taher Helmy, Hatem Soliman
General commercial

Mohamad Talaat, Hazim Rizkana

Banking and finance

Taher Helmy, Hazim Rizkana, Mohamed
Ghannam, Tamer El Hennawy

Securities

Mohamad Talaat, Hatem Soliman,
Taher Helmy

Islamic law (Sharia)

Kamal Aboulmagd, Mohamad Talaat

BOOT projects

Mohamad Talaat, Mohamed Ghannam

Intellectual property

Samir Hamza, Hazim Rizkana

Labour

Mohamad Talaat, Suzan Farid

Privatisation

Mohamad Talaat, Mohamed Ghannam

Administrative law

Kamal Aboulmagd, Hazim Rizkana

Dispute resolution, litigation
and arbitration

Kamal Aboulmagd, Hazim Rizkana

Securitization

Tamer El Hennawy, Mohamed Ghannam

IPOs

Mohamad Talaat, Hazim Rizkana,
Hatem Soliman, Tamer El Hennawy

Tan

Hazim Rizkana, Suzan Farid

Trade marks and patents

Samir Hamza, Hazim Rizkana

Telecommunications

Hazim Rizkana, Mohamed Ghannam,
Suzan Farid

Project finance

Mohamed Ghannam, Hatem Soliman

Contact

Hazim Rizkana

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad
• Kosheri Rashed & Riad's corporate department is led by Tarek Riad and last year advised Magdy El Taher on its E£400 million ($72 million) acquisition of Al Rowad.
• Professor Tarek Riad is the managing partner of Kosheri Rashed and Riad, one of the leading practitioners of business and commercial law and arbitration in Egypt.
• Professor Riad has acted as counsel, co-arbitrator, sole arbitrator and chairman in numerous commercial arbitration proceedings under the rules of the ICSID, ICC and UNCITRAL, in addition to
ad hoc arbitrations and is a registered arbitrator and panelist at the dispute settlement body of the WTO. Professor Riad is a member of the Scientific Council of the ICC World Business Law
Institute as well as professor and head of the business and commercial law department at the German University . Professor Riad was chairman of two subcommittees responsible for drafting
the companies laws and the economic courts law at the economic committee of the Egyptian Supreme Policy Council.
• Professor Riad has written numerous publications including two books entitled The Applicable Law in Transnational Arbitration and Egyptian Companies Law, in addition to many articles about
arbitration and the legal aspects of doing business in Egypt.
• Professor Riad obtained an LLB from Cairo Law School in 1980, an LLM in 1982 and SJD in 1985 from Harvard Law School. He speaks Arabic, English and French.
• Professor Riad has acted as counsel for a number of multinational corporations such as Philip Morris, Caterpillar, Lockheed Martin, Four Seasons, Philips, and AT&T.
• Professor Raid is licensed to practice in Egypt since 1980 and in the state of New York since 1985.
• Professor Riad is a member of the board of trustees and executive committee of the Dubai International Arbitration Centre (2008 to present). In addition to a member of several arbitration
associations including the American Arbitration Association (1982) and the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators.

Corporate and
M&A
(3Rd)

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad has a strong resume in the corporate and M&A sector. Clients include
some of the world’s largest multinationals, with advice being delivered to regular clients Philip
Morris, Four Seasons, BP, Time Warner and Colgate.

Dispute resolution
(1st)

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad’s sin-partner team attracts consistent praise for dispute resolution.
Senior partner Ahmed El-Kosheri, ‘an outstanding lawyer of great integrity’, is considered one of
Egypt’s most influential litigators, with Tarek Riad likewise regarded to be among the country’s
leading arbitrators.

Oil and gas
(3Rd)

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad provides quality advice in relation to the energy sector, with clients
including the Ministry of Petroleum, Elf Oil Deutschland and Marathon Oil Company.

Privatisation
(2nd)

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad’s general corporate and commercial practice, under managing partner
Dr Tarek Riad, includes specific expertise in domestic privatization law.

Telecoms
(2nd)

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad advises AT&T, Herakles Telecom, FLAG Telecom Group, Telemedia, and
the Saudi Telecommunication Company. The firm has a range of sector-specific experience,
including advice on the sale of Egypt’s third mobile license to Etisalat.

Contact
Dr Tarek Riad
Dr Hatem Gabr,
Hala Riad,
Dr Ahmed El-Kosheri

Kosheri, Rashed & Riad
16 A MAAMAL EL SOKKAR STREET,
GARDEN CITY, CAIRO 11451
Tel: Work +20 2 27954795
Fax+20 2 27958521
Web: www.krr-law.com
Email: mailbox@krr-law.com
Number of lawyers 22
Languages :Arabic ,English ,French
Other offices Paris
Category
Arbitration and business litigation
Corporate and commercial
Mergers and acquisitions
Privatisation and capital markets
Construction
Labour law
Energy and natural resources
Government business/regulatory and environment
Asset finance and securitization
Insurance
Aviation and maritime affairs
BOT projects
Oil concessions
Maritime matters
Foreign direct investment and competition
Telecommunications and media and entertainment
Banking and finance
Infrastructure and project finance
Tan
Commercial property, real estate
Intellectual property
Information technology and e-commerce
World Trade Organization agreements and dispute
resolution

Denton Wilde Sapte -Ahmed Safaa El Din El Oteifi
• Our office in Cairo is the longest running in the region, having opened in 1964. Years of offering expert advice in Egypt have established it as a considerable presence in the country.
• We provide a comprehensive range of international and domestic legal and consulting services to government and international or domestic organisations. Our staff includes UK, US and
Egyptian qualified lawyers.
• The office is run in association with the El Oteifi Law Office, an Egyptian law firm headed by Counsellor Ahmed Safaa El Din El Oteifi
About Michael Lacey :
• Michael is managing partner of the Cairo office. He is experienced in international construction projects, with a particular focus on both contentious and non-contentious matters. He has
worked on many of the major BOT projects and his experience includes road, port, hospital, airport, power, bridge and airport privatisations. Michael also works with aviation, corporate,
energy and environmental projects, including several major dispute adjudications for multinational clients in the areas of construction, insurance, finance, warranties and procurement fraud.
advising on the leasing and registration of nine Airbus aircraft
• participating in the due diligence of an Egyptian telecom company bidding for a large Italian mobile telephone operator
• negotiating the early take over of a $120 million dollar natural gas plant
• resolution of a $30 million dollar design and delay dispute in a USAID financed wastewater treatment plant project
• settlement of a $2 million dollar insurance dispute regarding a fire at a gas-fired power plant, arbitration of $6 million dollars in delay/financing issues on a USAID financed
telecommunication project
• drafting airport management bidding documents for six World Bank financed airport projects
• finalising negotiations and executing contracts on behalf of major American museums for the largest exhibition of Egyptian antiquities in United States history.

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

Denton Wilde Sapte remains a popular choice for corporate work. The firm advised Harsco SGB
on a restructuring and asset sale, Qatari investor PCSI on tourism sector acquisitions worth
$85m, and ABN AMRO on a major divestment.

Projects and
infrastructure
2nd

Projects work is a specialty of Denton Wilde Sapte across the region. Under managing partner
Michael Lacey, the team was appointed by Veolia Water on the company’s bid to design and
operate the New Cairo Wastewater Treatment Plant. Likewise, Jafza International engaged the
firm in support of its bid to develop the proposed Suez Special Economic Zone

Banking and
finance
3rd

Denton Wilde Sapte’s 5-lawyer office advised HSBC-JBIC on the financing of two jack up oil rigs
worth $500m in 2008, as well as providing advice to Credit Agricole and Goldman Sachs, and
Fortis on stock and commodity finance issues.

Dispute
resolution
(2nd)

Denton Wilde Sapte recently represented multinational Henkel in a successful arbitration with
Saudi manufacturer Banawi Industrial Group and conducted litigation procedures to liquidate
Henkel Egypt. The firm acts in IP cases for clients including EMI.

Oil and gas
(2nd )

Denton Wilde Sapte draws on deep regional projects expertise. Though former key sector contact
Bridget McKinney has retired, the team continues to advise on oil concessions, acquisitions, joint
ventures and litigation, recently advising HSBC-JBIC on a $500m financing of two oil rigs. Kuwait
National Petroleum Company is a long-term client.

Privatisation
(2nd)

Denton Wilde Sapte
Denton Wilde Sapte Egypt LLC, In association with the El
Oteifi and Afifi Law Office
9 Shagaret El Dor Street Zamalek
T +202 2735 0574
F +202 2736 7717
Web : dentonwildesapte.com/offices/africa/cairo.aspx
Email: aoteifi@dentonwildesapte.com
Number of lawyers 22
Languages Arabic English French
Other Offices
Europe : London Istanbul Milton Keynes Paris
CIS : Almaty Moscow , Tashkent Association : St
Petersburg Ashgabat
ME & Africa Abu Dhabi Cairo Doha Dubai Muscat
Association : Amman Kuwait Riyadh
South Asia : Singapore
Contact
Managing Partner: Michael Lacey

Denton Wilde Sapte provides privatization advice in tandem with its regional projects strength,
advising Blue Circle Industries on all legal aspects of its £590m acquisition of a majority stake in
Alexandria Portland Cement Company, when it was sold off.

Ahmed is an Egyptian-qualifed lawyer, experienced in licensing, trade marks, agency, insolvency and banking law. His expertise also
includes commercial litigation, real estate mortgages and real estate law, inheritance, civil and commercial law, administrative law
and contract, corporate law, labour law and taxation.
Ahmed was delegated as Counsellor for public custodian on German, French and English assets in 1943 and 1952. He participated
in the enactment of the Kuwaiti Civil Code and has been Counsellor of Al Ahram Newspaper since 1983.

Amal Afifi Dawood

J. Michael Lacey

In 2003 we undertook a major transformation, refocusing around four client sectors. These are industries in which we already had a strong reputation and fantastic clients, so it
made sense for us to focus our future growth where we know we have the ability to succeed. At its core, our strategy is about expanding our relationships with our existing
clients through the cross-selling of departmental service lines. A banking client might already use us for transactional work, but our deep sector knowledge means that we are
ideally placed to offer a high-quality and integrated legal service to address any real estate, employment and IT outsourcing needs.
The strategy has reaped significant rewards, with existing clients turning to us for a broader range of legal services and new clients attracted to us by our knowledge of their
business sector.

Energy, Transport &
Infrastructure

Financial Institutions

Real Estate & Retail

Technology, media & telecoms

Denton Wilde Sapte has long been a leader within
the Energy, Transport & Infrastructure industries.
Both in the UK and around our international network,
we have leading experts in aviation, environment,
health and safety, electricity, infrastructure, oil & gas,
rail and water. With more than 60 years' experience
working for the public and private sectors in over 50
countries, we bring a real breadth of perspective to
our extensive industry knowledge.

We have a reputation for excellence within
the Banking & Finance sector which is
founded upon our proven ability to deliver
legal expertise covering everything that
financial institutions and financial services
businesses require.
We advise leading organisations from across
the broader Banking & Finance sector,
including banks, accountancy firms, insurance
and reinsurance companies, fund and asset
management companies, financial
intermediaries and brokers.
At the core of our offering is one of the largest
and broadest Banking & Finance departments
in the industry. We have a full range of
specialised practice areas across our
international network.
Many of our relationships extend well beyond
traditional Banking & Finance work, with
clients taking advantage of our ability to
deliver sector knowledge and understanding
in tandem with a full range of commercial
legal services - many of which, such as real
estate, technology, media & telecoms,
litigation and employment, are critical to the
success of business within the Banking &
Finance sector.

We work with clients whose primary business
is property or whose business relies on a
significant property base - whether
construction, investor, developer, retailer,
government or public sector.

We advise both leading and emerging players
from across the broader technology, media
and telecoms (TMT) sector, both in the UK and
across our international network.

Climate Change, Renewables & Cleantech Electricity
Environment & Safety
Oil & Gas Rail
Social Infrastructure
Waste
Water
Financial

Asset Finance
Consumer Banking &
Finance Group
Debt Capital Markets
Derivatives
Energy Trading
Financial Markets and
Regulation
Financial Markets
Disputes
Investment Funds

Construction
Developers
Investors Planning
Property Litigation
Public sector
Retail
Real Estate Finance

Energy, Transport &
Infrastructure
Financial Institutions
Real Estate & Retail
Technology, media &
telecoms
Data protection

Airtricity Association of Train Operating
Companies British Energy easyJet EDF Energy
Equion GB Rail Freight Northern Rail

Barclays BNP Paribas Citigroup Halifax Bank
of Scotland HSBC Lloyds TSB Société
Générale Standard Chartered Bank The Royal

Barclays Group Property Services
Crest Nicholson/Debenhams/Home Retail
Group (Argos and Homebase)/Homes and

England and Wales Cricket Board
ITN/ Liberty Media/ Microsoft/Pearson
Education / Performing Right Society

We offer the following full range of industry-aware
legal services to clients in the sector:

Islamic finance
Leveraged Finance
Project Finance
Real Estate Finance
Restructuring and
Insolvency
Social Housing Finance
Syndicated Global
Finance
Telecoms Finance

Our real estate lawyers have considerable
support from our highly rated Planning team,
which deals with every aspect of the planning
process around major infrastructure
projects, retail or housing build. Our
Environment team also regularly advises on
contaminated sites and we draw from the
wealth of experience within our Corporate,
Banking and Taxation service lines.

This is a sector that is constantly developing –
and as such continues to push at the legal
boundaries. In this environment, legal
expertise must combine with industry
knowledge to create innovative solutions and
deliver optimal value to clients. Our sector
strategy gives us precisely that. We have real
depth of sector expertise, not just within our
core TMT practice but in areas as diverse as
M&A, real estate, litigation and finance.

With this experience, knowledge and access
to a wide range of specialists, we can provide
you with the very best service, co-ordinated
and delivered to meet your specific
development objectives.

Life Sciences
Media & Entertainment
Outsourcing
Sport
Technology
Telecoms
Intellectual property

Awards 2005-2009
2009 Awards

2008 Awards

2007 Awards

2006 Awards

2005 Awards

• Best Pan-African Law Firm emeafinance Capital Markets and
Corporate Actions awards 2009
• UAE Firm of the Year 2009 for
securities and structured products
transactions - Representative
Corporate Asia Survey
• Four Islamic Finance partners selected
as leading lawyers in their fields by
Islamic Finance news
• Best Commodity/Trade Finance law
firm - Trade Finance Magazine (10th
consecutive year)
• Best Trade Finance law firm - Global
Trade Review (6th consecutive year)
• Best Trade Finance law firm Trade and Forfaiting Review magazine
(6th consecutive year)
• Sena Agbayissah presented with a
silver award in the Leading Partners
(International) category of Decideurs'
Trophées du Droit et du Contentieux
2009
• Neil Griffiths picked out as one The
Lawyer's 'Hot 100' 2009
• Law Firm of the Year - Global Trade
Review magazine 2009 (fifth
consecutive year)

• Best Pan-African Law Firm emeafinance Capital Markets and
Corporate Actions awards 2008
• Four deals selected for Airfinance
Journal's Deal of the Year awards
2008
• Three deals in Jane's Transport
Finance's Leasing Deals of the Year
2008
• Best employer in the Middle East
region in Asian Legal Business
magazine's Employer of Choice 2009
survey
• Syndicated Lending practice listed in
Euroweek's top five law firms for
syndicated loan advice 2008
• Platinum award winner in the
Corporation of London's 2008 Clean
City Awards
• Neil Nicholson chosen as one of The
Time's 10 'Future Stars of the City'
2008
• Best Trade Finance Law Firm - Trade
and Forfaiting Review magazine 2008
(fifth consecutive year)
• Best Law Firm for Commodity, Trade
and Structured Commodity Finance
Deals - Trade Finance magazine
Awards for Excellence 2008 (eighth
consecutive year)
• Law Firm of the Year - Global Trade
Review magazine 2008 (fourth
consecutive year)

• Heart of the City award - City of
London's Dragon Awards 2007
• Best Upcoming IP Team (Media and
Copyright) – Décideurs' Trophées du
Droit 2007
• Best Trade Finance Law Firm – Trade
and Forfaiting Review magazine 2007
(fourth consecutive year)
• Best Law Firm for Commodity, Trade
and Structured Commodity Finance
Deals – Trade Finance magazine
Awards for Excellence 2007 (seventh
consecutive year)
• Law Firm of the Year – Global Trade
Review magazine 2007 (third
consecutive year

• Debt Capital Markets Deal of the Year
- International Finance Law Review's
Middle East Awards
• Debt Capital Markets Team of the
Year - International Finance Law
Review's Middle East Awards
• Best Trade Finance Law Firm - Trade
and Forfaiting Awards
• Best Law Firm for Commodity, Trade
and Structured Commodity Finance
deals - Trade Finance magazine
Awards for Excellence
• Law Firm of the Year - Global Trade
Review
• Best Islamic Legal Adviser Euromoney Islamic Finance Awards
• Top Legal Adviser - Infrastructure
Journal

• UAE International Law Office - Client
Choice Awards
• 6 Deals of the Year - Trade Finance
Magazine
• Best Trade Finance Law Firm of the
Year - Global Trade Review
• Best Trade Finance Law Firm of the
Year - Trade Finance
• Best Trade Finance Law Firm - Trade &
Forfaiting Review
• Law Firm of the Year - Global Water
Intelligence
• Middle East Deal of the Year - Global
Water Intelligence
• European Deal of the Year - Global
Water Intelligence

People
UK

Internationa
l

Total

Partners

125

51

176

Legal staff**

341

235

576

Support staff

438

236

674

Total People

903

522

142
5

Contact
Denton Wilde Sapte LLP
One Fleet Place
London/ EC4M 7WS UK
T +44 (0)20 7242 1212
F +44 (0)20 7246 7777
DX 242

Shalakany Law Office
• Shalakany is one of only two firms in Egypt which hold tier one positions in all three rankings tables. The firm suffered a blow in June 2009 however with the defection of seven partners,
including former senior partner Mona Zulficar, to form a new firm Zulficar & Partners.
• The firm's largest transaction in the banking sector was advising Banque Misr in a $737 million loan and revolving facility agreement for Orascom Construction. The firm also advised the
bank as lead arranger, senior underwriter and facility agent over a E£1.1 billion ($196 million) syndicated loan agreement for Wadi El Nil Cement.
• Another notable deal saw the team advise HSBC in a revolving facility agreement worth E£700 million, which closed in June 2008.
• Emad El Shalakany acted for Solvay in the E£760 million acquisition of the Alexandria Sodium Carbonate Company as part of Egypt's privatisation programme. Another notable transaction
saw the firm acting for the Dalla Group in the E£400 million purchase of 98% of the outstanding capital in Ismailia Misr Poultry. In the advertising sector the firm advised the Omnicom Group
in its $70 million acquisition of 49% of the Tarek Nour Group
• Along with Helmy Hamza, Shalakany Law Office has a top-tier presence in all categories of the corporate and financial law market.
• The firm not only receives large amounts of work from local companies but frequently serves foreign clients from financial institutions such as EFG-Hermes Holding, which it advised on its
$453 million acquisition of 28% of the shares in Bank Audi.
• In August 2007 the National Bank of Kuwait, a Kuwaiti joint-stock company, sought the firm’s advice on its acquisition of AlWatany Bank, a financial-sector merger valued at E£5.15 billion.
• The firm represented Lafarge in relation to a $4.4 billion capital increase to be subscribed to by NNS Holding.
• The capital increase was a condition of Lafarge’s acquisition of Orascom Construction Industries, which the firm had previously advised in relation to its $1.6 billion acquisition of Abraaj
Capital’s fertilizers division.
• Standout energy project finance work includes advising the borrowers, Port Said Power Company and Suez Gulf Power Company, in the $744 million refinancing of a power station, and a
$758 million associated refinancing package jointly arranged by Calyon, BNP Paribas and Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation.

Dispute
resolution
1st
Banking and
finance
1st

Shalakany Law Office boasts ‘a professional and experienced team in all facets of litigation’. The
team acts on a large volume of cutting edge litigation cases, as well as arbitration cases subject to
regional laws. The practice recently achieved success before the administrative courts confirming
the validity of the EGP3bn acquisition of a major Egyptian Bank.
Shalakany Law Office is a premier banking law firm. Its transactions include the recent
arrangement of $2bn in acquisition finance for Orascom Telecom.

Corporate and
M&A
1st

Shalakany Law Office rainmaker Mona Zulficar is lauded for ‘doing an exceptional job in
overcoming numerous obstacles under tight schedules to ensure the successful completion of
transactions’. Zulficar led on behalf of Orascom Construction and Industries (OCI) on the sale of its
cement subsidiary Orascom Building Materials Holding to Lafarge, one of the largest transactions
in the history of the Middle East valued at a total of €10.2bn.

Dispute
resolution
1st

Shalakany Law Office boasts ‘a professional and experienced team in all facets of litigation’. The
team acts on a large volume of cutting edge litigation cases, as well as arbitration cases subject to
regional laws. The practice recently achieved success before the administrative courts confirming
the validity of the EGP3bn acquisition of a major Egyptian Bank.

Legal market
Oil and gas
3rd

The firm counsel to domestic client Echem (Egyptian Petrochemicals Holding Company), which
manages and markets Egypt’s oil industry.

Privatisation
2nd

The firm has a ‘highly professional and experienced team’ and was one of the pioneers of
privatization in Egypt, handling the first privatizations of the Coca-Cola and PepsiCo companies.

Projects and
infrastructure
2nd

The largest firm in Egypt, Shalakany Law Office’s impeccable finance record extends to projects,
with the team advising borrowers Port Said Power Company and Suez Gulf Power Company on the
refinancing of two power stations. The practice regularly advises the government on PPP projects,
and works for the transport ministry on the 10th of Ramadan City Railway.

Shalakany Law Office
12 El Marashly St., Zamalek, :12 El Marashly St.,
Zamalek, :
Tel : 27288888/03 4849998
Fax : 27370661
Alex Office : 03 4815908
Email: mail@shalakany.com
alenandriaoffice@shalakany.com
Web : www.shalakany.com

Sharkawy & Sarhan
• Founded two years ago by former Ibrachy & Dermarkar partner Jim Wright, Sharkawy & Associates is now a strong market contender. Its involvement in a number of significant bank finance
deals, along with positive feedback from clients and competitors, earns the firm a promotion in this category.
• Wright is described by one peer as the “powerhouse” of the firm. Working with Clifford Chance, Sharkawy advised Deutsche Bank in relation to the financing of the $1.4 billion acquisition of
Egyptian Fertilizers Company by Abraaj Capital.
• The firm aided the investment bank in restructuring the facilities into the first and largest shariah-compliant deal of its kind in Egyptian history.
• In another opportunity with Clifford Chance, the firm advised the lenders, led by Société Générale, in relation to a $1.1 billion financing of a greenfield fertilizers project in Egypt for Agrium, a
Canadian agricultural group. This was Egypt’s largest-ever project finance deal by value.
• Partner Ahmed Sharkawy also represented HSBC in connection with a refinancing of a $2.5 billion credit facility extended to Orascom Telecom.
• The firm’s growing M&A practice has a number of significant clients in its portfolio such as cement companies Lafarge and Titan, the latter of which it represented on the E£547 million merger
of two of their subsidiaries in Egypt.
• DP World retained the firm as counsel on its acquisition of Sokhna Port development Company for an undisclosed amount.
• Partner Karim Sarhan and associate Ahmed El Sharkawy are named as rising stars by competitors, one of whom describes them as “verysolid”
s

Banking and
finance
2nd

Sharkawy & Sarhan has gained strong traction since its founding in 2006. Managed by UK-trained
partner Jim Wright, formerly of Ibrachy & Dermarkar, and the former country legal manager for
Citibank Ahmed Sharkawy, the firm has advised on a slew of cutting edge finance deals, including
Egypt’s largest private equity and sharia compliant financings.

Sharkawy & Sarhan

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

With a focus on projects and finance, Sharkawy & Sarhan is noted for the quality of its general
corporate work, being the trusted referral partner of many London City law firms, including Allen &
Overy LLP and Clifford Chance.

Number of lawyers 26

Legal market

Same

Projects and
infrastructure
2nd

Sharkawy & Sarhan is engaged by the IFC in advising the government’s PPP Unit on the New Cairo
Water and Wastewater Treatment Project. Other deals include advising on the largest local project
financing, a purchase by Canadian fertilizer group Agrium worth $1bn.

2 METWALI EL SHARAWY ST.,
SHERATON, HELIOPOLIS, CAIRO

Languages
Arabic English French German
Member TAG LAW
Employment Law Alliance
Affiliated office I&D Iraq Law Alliance, Baghdad

Contacts
Jim Wright
Ahmed El sharkawy
Karim Sarhan
Hossam Gramon
Radwa Sarhan
Salma Shams
Radwa Al Rifai
Ahmed Haggag
Mahmoud Hazzaa
Abdullah Zakaria
Lamiaa Youssef
Osama El Sharkawy

DLA Matouk Bassiouny
A firm who is beginning to make waves in the market is DLA Matouk & Bassiouny. "DLA Matouk grew quite rapidly and do have access to plenty of work; they're useful," is
one rival partner's opinion. The market also had praise for lead partners John Matouk and Omar Bassiony: "Both bi-cultural, understand the needs of international clients
but also understand the needs of the Egyptian market," says one rival partner.
Dispute
resolution
3rd

DLA Matouk Bassiouny provides dispute resolution as a satellite service to its corporate and
commercial client base. Osman Mowafi heads the disputes team, with clients including Orascom
Telecom.

Banking and
finance
3rd

Headed by John Matouk, DLA Matouk Bassiouny’s practice has a wider regional flavour, having
recently managed five deals on the African continent, including a $1bn deal in North Africa.
Domestic work included advising on the financing aspects of local steel sector acquisitions for Litat
Holdings.

Corporate and
M&A
2nd

Advised on a mixture of mergers, acquisitions, divestments and joint ventures, including the
divestiture by Bristol Myers Squibb of its mature products business to GlaxoSmithKline for $210m.
US-trained John Matouk is the 31-lawyer firm’s managing partner, with clients including The Carlyle
Group and Citadel Capital.

Oil and gas
3rd
Privatisation
2nd
Projects and
infrastructure
3rd

Developing its energy practice, recently being engaged by SEGAS (Spanish Egyptian Gas Company)
to advise on the corporate establishment of the LNG Train 2 project, including financing. Senior
associate Mahmoud Bassiouny is recommended.

DLA Matouk Bassiouny
13 EL BIRGASS STREET –
GARDEN CITY, CAIRO

Zagreb, Washington DC, Warsaw, Vienna,
Tokyo, Tbilisi , and 68 more
Contact

Category

DLA Matouk
Bassiouny

dispute resolution as a satellite service
to its corporate and commercial client
base.

Osman Mowafi

provides heads the disputes team, with
clients including Orascom Telecom.

Mahmoud
Bassiouny

Associate at DLA Matouk Bassiouny

Acted as both international and domestic counsel on EFG Eurobank’s €1bn bid to purchase a
supermajority share in Egypt’s first privatized bank, the Bank of Alexandria, and boasts a strong
regional projects practice.

Tamer Fawki

Senior Associate at DLA Matouk
Bassiouny

John Matouk

Owner, DLA Matouk Bassiouny

Provides frequent advice on private sector participation in public projects, and was recently engaged
by Spanish Egyptian Gas Company (SEGAS) on the corporate establishment and financing options of
the LNG Train 2 project, and by Booz and Co. to advise the government on private company
participation in waste management.

Fouad
El Mahdawy

Associate at DLA Piper

Mai Nadim

Paralegal & Executive Assistant at DLA
Matouk Bassiouny

JOHN MATOUK
Managing Partner
T: +202 2 795 4
228/8179 (ext. 104)
john.matouk@dlamatoukbassiouny.com

OMAR SALAH BASSIOUNY
Executive Partner
T: +202 2 795
4228/8179
omar.bassiouny@dlamatoukbassiouny.com

Caroline
Senior Legal Consultant at DLA Piper
Leading the offi ce’s corporate, banking, commercial and aviation departmentsLouka
(all of which are recognised as premier practices in
the market), John is experienced in advising on all aspects of investing and doing business in Egypt. He has signifi cant experience
in the fi elds of corporate, commercial, banking and fi nance as well as labour and intellectual property law. John is also
experienced in the fi eld of Egyptian privatisation: he has advised the Government of Egypt on the privatisation of its water and
telecommunication sectors and has advised major US, Canadian, UK, French and Asian multinationals on a broad range of
privatisation issues, including tendering, BOOT projects,and private sector participation in a number of the largest public sector
companies in Egypt
Omar specialises in mergers and acquisitions within Egypt, securities related transactions involving the Stock Exchange and the
Capital Market Authority including bonds issuing, funds’ management, dual securities listing and has strong experience in project fi
nance. Omar also has substantial experience in the fi eld of Egyptian privatisation: he has advised a variety of multinationals and
local investors on the privatisation of public sector banks, fertiliser and cement factories. In addition, Omar advises on all aspects of
corporate compliance in relation to labour, social insurance,
corporate and capital markets law

• Together, the DLA Piper employs more than 3,500 lawyers in 29 countries and 67 offices throughout the world. DLA Piper was formed as a result of the 2005 merger of
San Diego-based Gray Cary Ware & Freidenrich LLP, UK-based DLA LLP (previously Dibb Lupton Alsop 1996-2000), and Piper Rudnick LLP (itself a 1999 merger of
Baltimore-based Piper & Marbury and Chicago-based Rudnick & Wolfe). In 2007, the firm had more than $2.1 billion in revenue, making it one of the highest grossing
law firms in the world.
• DLA Piper became one of the largest legal service providers in the world in 2005 through a merger of unprecedented scope in the legal sector. While large in scale, the
merger strategy was simple – to create an international legal practice capable of taking care of the most important legal needs of clients wherever they do business.
We wanted our clients to rely on receiving the right service for their particular matter, whether requiring seamless coordination across multiple jurisdictions or delivery
in a single location.
• Building strong and substantial client relationships was and remains the compass for DLA Piper's business strategy and future development. With Frank Burch as
Chairman of our Global Board, DLA Piper today has 3,500 lawyers in more than 65 offices in Asia, Europe, the Middle East and the United States. We represent more
clients in a broader range of geographies and practice disciplines than virtually any other law firm in the world. Our client commitment is also our brand – everything
matters when it comes to the way we serve and interact with our clients. If it matters to them, it matters to us.
• DLA Piper was built to serve clients wherever in the world they do business - quickly, efficiently and with genuine knowledge of both local and international
considerations. But while markets around the world are internationalizing, this doesn’t mean they are becoming the same. We remain committed, as always, to the
local markets that are the building blocks of international business.
• Our Clients
Our clients range from multinational, Global 1000, and Fortune 500 enterprises to emerging companies developing industry-leading technologies. They include more
than half of the Fortune 250 and nearly half of the FTSE 350 or their subsidiaries. As we build our global practices, we remain committed to maintaining regional
practices around the world where we already do great work for longstanding clients. This gives us an understanding of middle market clients and insight into the issues
facing both large clients and those seeking to establish a foothold
Contact
Category

Sectors

Services

Aerospace and Defence
Banking
Energy and Water
Hospitality and Leisure
Life Sciences
Technology
Transportation

Commercial Contracts
Corporate
Employment, Pensions and Benefits
Finance
Intellectual Property
International Arbitration
International Trade
Litigation and Arbitration

Product Liability
Projects and Infrastructure
Real Estate
Regulatory and Government Affairs
Restructuring
Tax
Technology and Media
White Collar, Corporate Crime and
Investigations

Headquarters

Decentralized

No. of Offices

67

No. of Attorneys
Major Practice Areas

3,500
General Practice

Date Founded

2005 (merger)

Company Type

Law Firm

International offices
Africa

Americas

•Egypt
•Ghana
•South Africa
•Tanzania
•Zambia

•Latin America
•United States

Asia Pacific
•Australia
•China
•Hong Kong
•Japan
•New Zealand
•Singapore
•Thailand

Europe
•Austria
•Belgium
•Bosnia-Herzegovina
•Bulgaria
•Croatia

•Czech Republic
•France
•Georgia
•Germany
•Hungary

Middle East
•Italy
•Netherlands
•Norway
•Poland
•Romania
•Russia

• Slovak Republic
• Spain
• Sweden
• Ukraine
• United Kingdom

•Bahrain
•Kuwait
•Oman
•Qatar
•UAE - Abu Dhabi
•UAE – Dubai

Sectors (1/2)
Aerospace
and Defence

The DLA Piper Aerospace and Defence team offers comprehensive legal service to the Defence and Aerospace sector. We have both a top-tier US practice
in Government Contracts and Homeland Security and the ability to draw upon experienced lawyers in the European Union and throughout much of the
world. The team also has significant relationships with the major players across the world.
Our advice extends well beyond procurement work and into such critical areas as M&A, dispute resolution, employment and multinational ethics policy.
The Aerospace and Defence team is guided by respected partners and consultants including:
Baroness Symons, former Minister of Defence Procurement and the Middle East
The Cohen Group in the US, which includes former Secretary of Defense William Cohen and former Supreme Allied Commander, General Joseph Ralsto

Banking

DLA Piper represents some of the largest financial institutions and financial services companies in the world. Our size and reach mean that our multidisciplinary teams are able to support these clients in both their day-to-day needs and strategic objectives, locally and globally.
We take a cross-sector approach that goes beyond our successful Finance practice to leverage the contacts and skills of lawyers across DLA Piper's many
disciplines and regions - lawyers who are experienced at working with financial institutions. In this way, we deliver sector knowledge and insight in tandem
with a full range of commercial legal services - many of which, such as regulatory, intellectual property, technology, litigation and employment, are critical
to the success of businesses within the banking and finance sector.

Energy and
Water

DLA Piper’s experience in the Energy sector combines our knowledge of local energy markets with our broad global capabilities. Our practice delivers firstrate legal services for utilities, oil and gas exploration, pipelines, refineries, petrochemical facilities and project-related development and finance. We take a
proactive, commercial approach by assembling teams from various practice areas to provide a full range of service offerings. Our lawyers represent
developers, investors, owners, corporations and governments in all legal disciplines and provide strategic advice on planning, development and permitting
issues, as well as the legislative, political and regulatory environment.
Our Energy sector experience includes: Oil and Gas / Liquefied Natural Gas Renewables / Transportation / Climate Change and Emissions Trading

Hospitality
and Leisure

With more than 100 lawyers throughout our offices, DLA Piper's global Hospitality and Leisure sector advises owners, managers, franchisors, developers
and lenders with respect to hotels and other hospitality and leisure businesses around the world. We offer the extraordinary breadth and depth of our core
practice groups, including Corporate, Real Estate, Finance, Franchise and Distribution, Human Resources, Litigation and Regulatory, IP and IT, to serve the
needs of our clients in the sector. Our industry focus and experience enable us to provide first-class service to our clients in connection with their local and
international investments and operations.
The Global Hospitality and Leisure sector covers the following businesses:
Hotels, including condominium hotels, apartment hotels, and fractional and shared ownership schemes
Resorts, including mixed use, leisure, timeshare, interval ownership, private residence clubs and country clubs Serviced apartments
Leisure operations: including golf courses, theme and amusement parks, health and fitness facilities, spas, gyms, leisure complexes, cinemas, marinas,
pubs, nightclubs, bingo halls, casinos and gambling establishments and bowling alleys
Hospitality and catering operations such as motorway and roadside service areas and conference locations

Sectors (2/2)
Life
Sciences

DLA Piper is acknowledged as one of the world’s leading legal services providers, representing companies and investors in the biotechnology, pharmaceutical and medical device
fields. Our life sciences team operates across multiple practice groups and offices in an open, flexible manner. The team brings industry know-how, international deal experience and
a thorough knowledge of local law to benefit life sciences clients in the leading global markets for research, commercialization and finance. As a truly global legal services provider,
we serve all our clients’ needs from early stage venture-backed companies to the largest global providers of life-saving drugs, diagnostics and medical devices.
Life sciences clients look to their lawyers to understand their business and technology, anticipate legal problems and understand current regulations and laws as they relate
specifically to their segment of the industry. Lawyers must be able to provide timely, proactive, creative and practical advice and solutions in a cost-efficient manner. DLA Piper’s
experience and commitment to the life sciences industry make us a value-adding strategic partner for our clients.
Our firmwide life sciences practice is part of our Global Life Sciences sector, which takes a business unit approach to providing legal services to our clients. We are home to more
than 200 lawyers and patent agents working together in the key life sciences markets around the world . In addition to our broad US coverage, we have a far-reaching presence in
Europe and Asia, and strong ties to the principal business, finance and technology hubs worldwide, allowing us to effectively counsel and represent life companies and financiers in
the global marketplace.
Our services including the following areas:
IP, product development and licensing: patents, trademarks and other intellectual property protection, strategic alliances and corporate partnering, and product sales and marketing
Corporate and finance - public and private corporate finance, corporate governance, M&A, and domestic and international taxation
Government affairs and competition/antitrust - trade regulation issues, government contracts, international trade and unfair competition
Infrastructure services - real estate and facility development, human resources and IT development
Litigation - product liability, commercial disputes, consumer class actions and intellectual property disputes
Regulatory and clinical trials - FDA, EMEA, and other regulatory agency strategies, processes and public policy issues

Transportat
ion

Businesses in the Transportation industries are sophisticated, international companies with global interests and ambitious growth plans. Many are cash rich after several highly
profitable years and the sector is highly dynamic.
Offers complete legal representation through its worldwide offices in 28 countries. We regularly advise clients in the Transportation sector on muli-jurisdictional transactions
involving multiple DLA Piper offices. Our teams cut across legal disciplines and many of the transactions they handle range from US$100 million to nearly US$1 billion.
Through our dedicated Transportation sector teams, we provide legal services to support clients in many different industries on matters that involve the construction and operation of
all kinds of ships and offshore oil and gas units, including LNG carriers, mobile drilling units and Floating Production, Storage and Offloading units (FPSOs).
Our sectoral approach also takes in the vital areas of transportation by sea, road, rail and air, as well as international trade issues. Many of our clients are active in the leisure sector,
especially the fast-growing cruise industry; port development and operation; and the vibrant logistics industry.
DLA Piper's legal services include sophisticated, cutting-edge finance products such as tax leasing and Islamic Finance. We advise on the full range of our clients' needs, including
M&A, capital markets, tax, regulatory, competition, environmental, insurance and reinsurance and corporate and dispute resolution (including international arbitration). Our highly
regarded Global Government Relations practice also enables us to help clients manage their reputations and links with government bodies.

Technology

DLA Piper hosts a Global Technology Summit, which brings together a distinguished roster of experts to discuss the future of the global technology industry.
The 2008 Summit, held in Silicon Valley, brought together some of the best minds in the industry covering issues such as financing emerging technologies,
the role of government in catalyzing technology development, the latest business models and more. Speakers included Ray Ozzie of Microsoft Corporation
and Jonathan Schwartz of Sun Microsystems. The next Summit is scheduled for Fall 2010.
Technological innovation has changed the way we live and how we do business. With deep roots in Silicon Valley, DLA Piper has served the technology sector
since its inception. Today, we are amongst the world’s largest and most geographically diverse legal practices with clients ranging from Global 100 and
Fortune 500 enterprises to start-up companies developing tomorrow’s industry-leading technologies.
As a result of our decades-long service to technology clients, we have developed industry knowledge and a global network that enable us to provide insights
that empower entrepreneurs to build great ideas into great companies and help organizations of all sizes finance and grow their businesses as well as
protect, market and distribute their products around the world.

Global Services (1/4)
Commercial
Contracts

• We provide commercial contract support for in-house legal teams and also handle major projects and business-critical contracts for companies across sectors.
The team has dedicated commercial lawyers who at any one time will be working on deals ranging from straightforward agreements to complex multi-party
projects spanning multiple jurisdictions.
• We work with clients to structure and document relationships with suppliers, customers or strategic partners including any concession, right or license won to
exploit a market or material asset. We draft the range of documents necessary to create and preserve these relationships, protect our clients' rights and enhance
the value of their businesses.
• Our advice covers all kinds of commercial agreements including purchase and supply, partnering, agency and distribution, franchise, logistics and warehousing,
facilities management, management arrangements, commercial outsourcing, joint ventures, partnerships and strategic alliances. We believe in the strategic
alliance as a business medium, we understand its importance to our clients' businesses and have significant experience implementing strategic alliances by way
of joint ventures.

Corporate

• With an upsurge in global corporate transactions, companies must continually position themselves to access markets and technology, improve margins and
reduce their exposure to risk. With more than 600 lawyers worldwide, our Corporate group advises many of the world’s leading and emerging companies, as well
as financial institutions and buyout and investment funds, on mergers and acquisitions, IPOs, public and private equity and debt offerings, venture capital and
private equity investments, and other transactional matters. We also advise on securities compliance, corporate governance, IT, tax, and executive compensation.
We have significant experience in the technology, life sciences and consumer industries.
• Our clients benefit from our ability to flag potential pitfalls in each country, to advise on cultural differences and nuances, to offer vital auxiliary advice in such
areas as employment and competition law, and to manage even the most demanding due diligence exercise. Our lawyers have substantial experience in project
managing complex multi-jurisdictional corporate activity worldwide.

Employment,
Pensions and
Benefits

• Employers have an ongoing need for advice, representation and in-depth knowledge of employment, reward, and civil rights matters. The assessment and
management of risk arising from the employment relationship is a key requirement for all organisations, wherever they are based or operate from. Our lawyers
provide guidance through structural change; handle senior executive appointments and severance; manage employee relations, policy matters, works councils,
and trade union issues and disputes. We advise and litigate on equal employment opportunity and discrimination-based issues; and defend and prosecute claims
involving the protection of business assets and reputations. Over 250 lawyers globally have extensive experience in handling complex, politically sensitive
employment-related matters, including multi-jurisdictional collective and class actions.
• Our lawyers also assist with senior employee international mobility and compensation and benefits issues. We work alongside clients in the development and
maintenance of their benefits and pension arrangements, offering guidance on the replication of applicable arrangements in multiple jurisdictions as
appropriate.
• We keep clients informed on proposed legislation and regulations affecting all aspects of the employment relationship, and support clients with seminars,
conferences, specialist newsletters and our online support products.

Finance

• We understand that our clients face ever greater challenges and opportunities as the global economy evolves. Our goal is to offer you the best possible
representation to help you achieve the best outcomes for your business. We research economic trends and new legislation to develop solutions that give you the
advantage as you pursue your business objectives. We see ourselves as your partner, leveraging our practice capabilities and our collective experience to offer you
high-quality, insightful and timely advice that responds directly to your needs wherever you do business.
• We advise on all aspects of financing across a broad range of sectors. Our lawyers offer market leading insight into specialist areas of finance. We have dedicated
teams working in each major jurisdiction. Our extensive network allows our clients to tap into the deep resources of our global organisation, taking advantage of
our lawyers’ understanding of the particular legal risks and business opportunities that prevail in all major world markets. We have extensive experience acting for
a full range of clients, including banks and arrangers, lenders, lead managers, venture capitalists, corporations, issuers, real estate trusts, funds, project
developers, monoline insurers, trading houses, utilities, vendors, government entities, major airlines, shipowners, lessors, train operating companies and
manufacturers, on an extensive range of cross-border and national deals.

International
Arbitration

• Cross-border disputes are increasingly common, involving different cultures, legal systems and business concepts. They are often complex, time consuming and
costly.
• International arbitration procedures have been designed to overcome these difficulties. Many businesses adopt arbitration provisions in their commercial
agreements so that any disputes may be resolved efficiently.
• Our international arbitration practice has handled complex cross-border disputes in jurisdictions internationally under a wide range of arbitral bodies. We have
helped clients worldwide reap the benefits of international arbitration procedures, including:

Global Services (2/4)
Intellectual
Property

• DLA Piper's Intellectual Property and Technology practice is one of the largest groups of IP lawyers in the world. Nearly 400 lawyers develop asset management
and protection strategies designed to help clients manage risk, continue growth, and protect market share around the globe. We understand the commercial
issues and pressures which arise from IP disputes or related negotiations, and provide innovative and strategic solutions to deal with them. We provide the
strongest cross-jurisdictional support managed either locally, centrally or through a series of regional 'hub and spoke' arrangements.
• The success of our IP and Technology practice attracts considerable attention. We are ranked as a leading IP team by both Legal 500 and Chambers directories
across Europe, and in the US we have been named by the National Law Journal in its prestigious Defense Hot List. These accolades reflect our clients’ confidence
in DLA Piper’s leading-edge advice when creating, protecting, managing and extending their IP rights wherever they do business.
• When disputes arise, your commercial objectives are our main concern. Whether you turn to litigation, engage in arbitration or mediation, or employ some other
innovative solution to the problem, our IP and Technology group will represent and support you at every stage. Notably, our highly acclaimed patent litigation
team has won 18 out of 21 trials since 2002.
• Using cross-disciplinary global teams to help clients with various technologies, our IP experience includes IP litigation as well as representation in areas such as
applications, prosecution, and filings for patents, trademarks, and copyrights. We also advise companies on how best to leverage IP assets into revenue streams
through licensing agreements, royalty structures and other dispositions. We undertake IP due diligence and IP audits and have formulated OEM/software
licensing and outsourcing agreements for some of the largest companies in the world.
• The ability to advise on all aspects of technology law expands the efficiencies and breadth of service for our clients - we offer advice on all related IP matters
such as advertising and promotion law, data security, digital media content, e-commerce/Internet transactions, and privacy protection. We also help develop
compliance programs in response to new corporate policies or national and local government regulations, including IP, privacy, or quality control audits.
• Wherever you are, and whatever your industry, you need people you can trust to meet your IP business objectives. With DLA Piper, you get the deep IP
knowledge more commonly associated with boutique IP firms, along with the global resources and wider commercial perspective of our international practice.
Increasingly, these are both essential for staying ahead in this dynamic area.

International
Trade

• Globalization has fuelled a rapid increase in cross-border trade and investment. To compete in today's challenging economic climate, companies must navigate
an evolving set of international, national and local trade rules and polices. DLA Piper's International Trade practice draws on an in-depth knowledge of both the
law and the political landscape across multiple jurisdictions to provide effective global strategies for those engaged in international trade and investment.
• On our team are more than 40 international trade lawyers and specialists in the United States, Europe, China, Russia and elsewhere throughout the world. We
have an outstanding record of successfully advising companies, trade associations and governments on the full range of trade issues, including:
• Trade policy advice and strategic counsel/ Trade remedy proceedings, including anti-dumping, anti-subsidy and safeguard cases/ Bilateral and regional trade
agreements, including NAFTA, FTAs and the EU Treaties/ Customs compliance and enforcement/ Exports controls/ Economic sanctions and embargoes / EU
and Canadian blocking statute compliance/ Anti-money laundering, Bank Secrecy Act, OFAC and PATRIOT ACT compliance / Foreign investment review
proceedings, including CFIUS and EU member state processes/ EU internal market regulations and infringement proceedings/ WTO accessions, negotiations,
compliance and dispute settlement /
• DLA Piper's global capability includes experienced trade lawyers and distinguished former government officials who advise on the issues at the nexus of law and
politics. We offer you a powerful combination of legal knowledge and government affairs strength.

Projects and
Infrastructure

• We represent commercial banks and investment banks, private equity funds, insurance companies, multilateral financing companies, export credit agencies,
joint ventures, institutional investors, contractors, developers, sponsors, trustees, sovereigns and government agencies in a wide variety of matters. Our lawyers
have significant experience structuring transactions to address the complex and sometimes conflicting economic and/or political goals of transaction and
business venture participants. We have participated in the development, financing, acquisition and operation of complex infrastructure projects on nearly every
continent. Our lawyers have helped to deliver ground-breaking private finance agreements and have first-hand experience with the structures and solutions that
meet the needs of international financial institutions, government sponsored privatization programs, and global clients.
• We served as legal adviser to the winning sponsor of the "Public Private Partnerships Best UK Deal 2006." Across Europe we have completed more than 160
PPP projects, advising on every legal aspect, including procurement regime, tax structuring, contractual documentation, construction, and financing.

Tax

• Global markets give rise to many complicated tax issues that require both expert knowledge of national legislation, including tax treaties, and an international
perspective. Through our global offices, we provide advice on local and national tax as well as a commercially integrated approach to cross border structures and
tax efficiency. We offer the full range of tax services that address the challenges of international commerce and business operations. Our team is skilled in the
areas critical to multi-national companies, including arranging operations to reduce effective global tax rates, transfer pricing, tax disputes, post-acquisition
integration and global equity compensation.

Global Services (3/4)
Litigation and
Arbitration

• Every day companies must manage the myriad risks inherent in doing business internationally or locally. When disputes arise, many of the world’s leading
companies turn to our global team of experienced litigators to represent their interests. With over 1,400 dispute resolution lawyers globally, including many
lawyers recognised as leaders in their fields by the leading independent directories, we understand the legal, business and procedural developments in
jurisdictions throughout the world. Whatever problems our clients face, wherever they occur, we are well-placed to assist.
• Our lawyers collaborate with clients and counterparts to identify and execute the most advantageous business-oriented solutions, either by pursuing or
defending litigation or arbitration proceedings or through alternative methods, such as mediation.
• We represent clients in complex, multi-jurisdictional disputes in numerous areas, including: antitrust, banking and financial services, class action, construction,
corporate and securities, defence, employment, energy, fraud and asset recovery, government investigations, insolvency, insurance and reinsurance, intellectual
property, international arbitration, international trade and transport (including aviation and marine), IT, marine, media, product liability, professional liability, real
estate, regulation, tax, telecommunications and white collar.
• We also design and implement sophisticated dispute resolution programmes for Fortune 500 and FTSE 100 clients.
• We maintain state-of-the-art technology that streamlines our case and costs management and enhances efficiencies across our operations, and provides a
communications platform for sharing information and documents with our clients.

Product Liability

• At DLA Piper, we handle complex multiparty, multi-jurisdictional cases in a wide variety of industries, including mass tort and class action litigation, and
individual claims. Our international reach enables us to advise on laws and regulations as they relate to products wherever companies do business, and to
coordinate our services in all the jurisdictions involved. We thoroughly understand our clients’ industries and businesses so we can recommend a course of
action based on each client’s circumstances.
• Our clients are industry leaders in such areas as aerospace, aircraft, aircraft carrier and submarine manufacturing, construction and mining equipment, personal
watercraft, building products, elevators, escalators and industrial tools. We handle claims in many different industries, including pharmaceuticals, medical
devices, automobiles, trucks, heavy equipment, chemicals, paint, children’s products, food and tobacco. We also help manage the claims and liabilities of all
members of the supply chain, including suppliers, manufacturers, secondary manufacturers, distributors, retailers and end users.
• We offer full service support in product liability compliance and defense through one of the world's largest litigation and arbitration practices, including advice
on:
Compliance and regulatory issues / risk management/ insurance coverage/ product recall and crisis management/ lobbying and strategic communications/
litigation and defense/class actions by multiple claimants/ defense against libel, slander and criminal prosecutions
• When a liability claim is brought, we carry out a thorough review of the company’s position, which includes:
• extent of potential financial exposure / evidence of operating to a jurisdiction’s regulatory requirements or industry best practice/ ability to demonstrate
mitigating circumstances/potential liabilities of other parties in the supply chain/ counterclaims of product tampering/extortion/ need to maintain ongoing
business relationships/ scope for protecting your brand and corporate reputation/ risk of criminal proceedings against individuals
• We then devise a dispute resolution strategy based on a pragmatic appraisal of the goals critical to the success of your business, advising on whether these are
best achieved through litigation or alternative dispute resolution methods.
• Our regulatory lawyers offer immediate support on strategic communications and public affairs issues, including :
• product recall strategies across one or many jurisdictions/ communications with the appropriate regulatory authorities/ public relations advice on managing
the media and assisting employees

Real Estate

• The Real Estate group, with over 550 lawyers globally, is the world’s largest real estate practice and is consistently top-ranked around the world. As real estate
develops into a truly global industry, our ability to quickly and efficiently provide legal services in structuring cross-border investments and transactions is
paramount. Our clients value our global resources, regional strength and local delivery and include private and public companies, institutional investors and
government entities.
• We offer a full range of services in areas including acquisitions and disposals, construction, financing, hospitality and leisure, land use, planning and
development, leasing, environmental law, insurance and tax. Our clients benefit from our significant experience in orchestrating complex, long-term projects that
involve drafting documentation, facilitating negotiations, navigating legal and regulatory issues and, when necessary, litigating on their behalf

Regulatory &
Government
Affairs

• At the federal and state level in the US, and in the individual countries of Europe as well as the EU, our people understand the legislative and regulatory process.
To the strengths of our team we add our alliance with The Cohen Group, the international business consulting firm.

Global Services (4/4)
Commercial
Contracts

• We provide commercial contract support for in-house legal teams and also handle major projects and business-critical contracts for companies across sectors.
The team has dedicated commercial lawyers who at any one time will be working on deals ranging from straightforward agreements to complex multi-party
projects spanning multiple jurisdictions.
• We work with clients to structure and document relationships with suppliers, customers or strategic partners including any concession, right or license won to
exploit a market or material asset. We draft the range of documents necessary to create and preserve these relationships, protect our clients' rights and
enhance the value of their businesses.
• Our advice covers all kinds of commercial agreements including purchase and supply, partnering, agency and distribution, franchise, logistics and warehousing,
facilities management, management arrangements, commercial outsourcing, joint ventures, partnerships and strategic alliances. We believe in the strategic
alliance as a business medium, we understand its importance to our clients' businesses and have significant experience implementing strategic alliances by
way of joint ventures.

Restructuring

• Companies worldwide turn to us to represent them in their international, cross-border, and national insolvency, restructuring and recovery matters. With nearly
250 lawyers, we have in-depth experience representing lenders, debtors, creditors’ committees, and other major constituents in some of the world’s largest and
most complex restructuring and insolvency matters. Our team is one of the largest groups of specialist restructuring lawyers in the world.
• Our work ranges from re-organisation and reconstruction, distressed corporate finance, debt restructuring, and refinancing to formal insolvency procedures such
as administration, receivership, voluntary arrangements, liquidation, and bankruptcy. We have considerable experience advising financial institutions,
businesses and other key stakeholders on rescue and recovery procedures. We advise on all aspects of restructuring and insolvency, whether in anticipation of
them or in dealing with their consequences, in industries ranging from retail, health care, and financial services to food and office products.

Technology and
Media

• DLA Piper's technology and sourcing practice concentrates on complex transactions and multiparty, high value, project work, frequently spanning multiple
jurisdictions. We focus on the development, protection, exploitation and use of technology-related assets through various stages of a company's growth, as well
as the sourcing of strategic assets and services for use in a company's operations. Our teams have deep industry sector experience that allow us to provide
valuable practical advice and innovative solutions over and above our first-rate base of technical know-how. In addition we also provide specialist advice to the
telecommunications sector, including commercial, transactional and regulatory aspects.
• Our media practice counts many of the world's largest high profile entertainment and new media companies, sports bodies and major financial institutions as
clients. In an increasingly convergent world where content inter-twines with technology, we are able to merge the circles by providing sound commercial advice
and dispute resolution services based on extensive experience in the sector. We provide legal advice covering many areas including, telecommunications,
patents, trademark, copyright, intellectual property, film financing, M&A, anti-counterfeiting, e-business, sports litigation, and privacy.

White Collar,
Corporate Crime
and
Investigations

• Even before the current economic crisis, businesses throughout the world had been operating in an increasingly global and aggressive enforcement
environment, which will only grow more intense as major financial scandals emerge. Overseas bribery and corruption, market abuse, competition/antitrust and
fraud enforcement is increasing, prosecutors and regulators are more aggressively seeking criminal sanctions and government support is growing for funding
the investigation and prosecution of financial crimes. Cooperation between enforcement agencies around the world is greater than ever before and those
corporations seeking to increase their global footprint need to understand the risks associated with cross-border investigations and prosecutions.
• DLA Piper’s global White Collar, Corporate Crime and Investigations practice is a team of partners and associates who specialise in criminal, regulatory and
compliance problems affecting major corporations, their officers and employees. We represent corporations, business entities and individuals at every stage of
the business risk cycle – from legislative monitoring and lobbying; to developing proactive compliance programs and conducting internal audits and
investigations; to providing advice during criminal or regulatory investigations; to defending clients in court when necessary.
• Our work in this area includes/ Bribery and Corruption/ Tax and Accounting Fraud Investigations/ Export Control, including OFAC and Sanctions Regimes/ AntiMoney Laundering/ Regulatory and Government Investigations/ Internal Investigations/ Criminal Defence/ Regulatory Enforcement Actions/ Compliance/
Securities Enforcement Actions
• The team is one of the most experienced and well respected in the world. We make use of DLA Piper’s extensive global reach, augmented by strong local
market knowledge. We operate in the UK, the US, Continental Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Many of our lawyers have served as prosecutors and regulators,
providing valuable insights to clients who are facing investigation or trial. The group includes former senior members of the Serious Fraud Office, HM Revenue
and Customs, former US Attorneys, Assistant US Attorneys, Department of Justice and Securities and Exchange Commission lawyers.

Trowers & Hamlins in association with Nour Law Office
• Sara Hinton heads the banking and M&A teams in Trowers' Egyptian office, and was the lead partner when the firm advised EHPE, the private-equity section of EFG-Hermes,
in the establishment of an Egyptian private ownership fund in co-operation with InfraMed Infrastructure.
• Another highlight saw the banking team acting for a client acting as guarantor under a $950 million loan and revolving credit facility.
• The firm did further work for EHPE in the M&A market, advising on the take over of the Balba Group (which consists of five tourist investment companies) for E£900 million
($161 million). The firm also advised the company in the acquisition of a majority interest in the Oberio Hurhada hotel property holding company. Both deals are currently
suspended.
• Other M&A highlights include acting for a corporate client in a $20 million joint venture with Egypt Air for the establishment of an SPV and engine workshop in Cairo.
• A team led by Ayman Nour advised an education group in its restructuring in preparation for sale. The deal involved ownership transfer and contractual agreements.
• The firm's project finance department is led by Tim Armsby, who acted for Brechtal Power in Egypt's first nuclear power plant project with an estimated value of $3.5 billion.
The deal is a landmark, as the region has traditionally relied on oil and gas for its energy needs.
• The team has also been advising the Ministry of Finance as legal advisors to the International Finance Corporation in the Alexandria Hospitals public-private partnership,
which would see two hospitals owned and operated by Alexandria University.
Dispute
resolution
3rd

While not a core area of its practice, The Firm receives praise when advising on the inbound dispute
resolution cases of international clients.

Privatisation
1st

Described as ‘a cut above’ by clients, Advised the successful Sanpaolo IMI on its acquisition of an
80%, $1.6bn stake in Bank of Alexandria, the first public sector bank to be privatized. Its experience
led to a subsequent engagement by SAMBA Financial Group on its bid to acquire 67% of Banque du
Caire until the sale by the government was postponed.

Banking and
finance
3rd

One of the few firms in Egypt to be on HSBC’s regional panel of advisers, the firm is considered ‘a
cut above’ by clients and boasts strong finance experience. The firm was recently engaged in
pioneering fund formation work.

Corporate and
M&A
2nd
Oil and gas
2nd

Sarah Hinton leads the team After advising on Sanpaolo IMI’s purchase of a $1.6bn stake in Bank of
Alexandria, the firm has been engaged by SAMBA Financial Group, Rolls Royce and EFG-Hermes
Private Equity. Clients are ‘impressed by their deep understanding of the local scene.’
The Firm has been steadily growing the practice under Tim Armsby, known by clients for his
‘knowledge of the marketplace, flexibility and timeliness of response’. Clients include oil field
service companies, IOC’s, investors, lenders and state sector entities, including OMV, Lukoil, Baker
Hughes and StatOil.

Trowers & Hamlins
1 El Gabaleya Street
3rd Fl Zamalek
Tel : 27357332
Fax : 27357314
Email : egypt@trowers.com
Web : www.trowers.com/offices/cairo/location.cfm
Other offices :
Abu Dhabi Bahrain Cairo Key contacts Location Dubai Exeter
London Manchester Oman

Name

Advising on a number of infrastructure projects in the energy, petrochemicals, industrial and real
estate sectors in Egypt. The firm advised a bidder in relation to the current PPP to develop over 300
schools, and was retained as legal advisor to the IFC on a hospital PPP.

Telecoms
2nd

Represents Vodafone with respect to its majority interest in Vodafone Egypt, and advised on Qtel’s
bid for the jurisdiction’s third mobile license. Key regional clients include France Télécom.

Role

Banking and
Finance, Corporate,
Middle East

Legal
Consultant

Osama Abdelmawla

Middle East

Legal
Consultant

Arig Ali

Middle East

Solicitor

Tim Armsby

Energy and
Infrastructure,
Middle East,
Projects

Partner

Legal market
Projects and
infrastructure
2nd

Specialization

Sara Abdel Gabbar

Ziad Gadalla

Legal
Consultant

Nora Harb

Middle East

Legal
Consultant

Wael Helmy

Employment and
Pensions, Middle
East, Real estate

Legal
Consultant

Sara Hinton

Banking and
Finance, Projects,
Telecoms media &
technology

Partner

Seif Eldin Nour

Lawyer

About Trwoers & Hamlins :
• In 1777 the practice was run by Richard and John Woodhouse. Since that time it has undergone more than 20 changes of identity and amalgamations.
• Walter Trower (who was knighted in 1915) joined the partnership in 1886, and the name Hamlin originated in a firm called Hamlin & Grammer which
was practising in 1875. Though the two firms using these names had been in association for many years, it was not until 1987 that they finally
integrated to become Trowers & Hamlins.
• During the last 30 years the Firm has expanded considerably. The Manchester office opened in 1973, followed by the opening of offices in Oman
(1980), Exeter (1984), Dubai (1991), Abu Dhabi (1993), Bahrain (1998) and Cairo (1999). Today, Trowers & Hamlins has over 700 staff in its UK and
Middle East offices.
We believe lawyers exist to serve their clients - not vice versa. We also believe that every task we undertake on your behalf is unique.
We expect to be judged on results, on the added value we provide, the quality of our service, and our cost-effectiveness.
These attributes have led to us being voted Law Firm of the Year 2007 by the Lawyer.
As well as the full list of Legal Services that we offer our clients we have also established a number of international arrangements to enable us to give
our clients the best and fullest advice possible.
• We have long established links with firms in Singapore, Germany and France. Our offices in the Middle East and Egypt have strong local associations.
We work in Saudi Arabia via a co-operation with Feras Al Shawaf Law Office. We also work in Syria and Jordan via associations with Sultans Law and
Abdul Karim Al-Fauri respectively.
• We are regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority and are bound by their Code of Conduct
•
•
•
•

Legal Services

Banking and Finance
Construction
Corporate
Dispute Resolution
Employment and Pensions
Energy and Infrastructure
Private Wealth

Offices

Housing and Regeneration
Middle East
Projects
Public sector / Local government
Real estate
Telecoms media & technology

Abu Dhabi
Bahrain
Cairo
Dubai
Exeter
London
Manchester
Oman

Legal Services :
Banking &
Finance
•
•
•
•
•

Asset finance
Housing finance
Islamic finance
Project finance
Property finance

Construction
• Development
• Dispute Resolution
• Frameworks &
Alliances
• Infrastructure
• Partnering
• PFI/PPP
• Procurement
• Regeneration

Corporate
• Commercial contracts
• Corporate finance
• Group re-organisations &
restructurings
• Investment funds
• IP / IT
• Joint ventures
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Private equity
• Tax
• Trading charities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dispute
Resolution

Employment
& Pensions

Housing
& Regeneration

Construction and engineering
Finance
Housing
Human Rights
Information Management
International arbitration
Judicial Review
Landlord and Tenant
Licensing
Real Estate
Restructuring and insolvency

• Advisory
• Diversity and Equal
• Opportunities
• Immigration
• Pensions - public sector and social
housing
• Pensions - transactional advice
• Pensions - trustees and employees
• Redundancies and restructures
• Staff transfers - TUPE &
secondment
• Tribunals and dispute resolution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Middle East
Associated offices
Banking and Finance
Construction
Corporate &
Commercial
• Dispute Resolution
• Real Estate
• Private wealth
•
•
•
•

Private Wealth
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Domestic and int’l estate planning
Heritage property
International
Landed estates
Nationality & immigration issues
Offshore trusts
Residential property
Trust & estate administration
Trusts
Private charitable foundations
Private yachts
UK personal tax advice
Wills

Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation
Care
Education
Frameworks & Alliances
Health
Hotel & leisure
Housing
Infrastructure
International
Oil & gas
Partnering
PFI / PPP
Power & water
Regeneration
Waste

Public sector
/ Local government
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Corporate governance
Environment and planning
EU procurement
Housing
ICT
Information management
Local authorities and charities
Municipal trading
PFI / PPP
Prudential borrowing
Regeneration
State aid
Strategic services partnerships
Waste

Real estate
• Commonhold
• Development
• Dispute Resolution
• Landlord & tenant
• Planning
• Property finance
• Property investment
• Regeneration
• Residential property
• Restructuring and
Insolvency
• Tax

Accommodation PPP
ALMOs
ASBOs
Care
Charities
Employment
Environment and planning
EU procurement
Housing finance
Housing transfer
Information Management
Local authority stock retention
& new build options
PFI
Regeneration
RSL governance
RSL services
Supported Housing
Tax

Telecoms media &
technology
• Telecoms
• IP / IT

Zaki Hashem & Partners, Attorneys at Law
• Established in 1953 as one of the leading law firms in Egypt. It was founded by prominent lawyer Dr. Zaki Hashem who during 1972-1973 held the post of Cabinet Minister
and presided over the Egyptian Society of International Law for a decade (1981-1991) and continues to be its honorary president. The firm provides legal services to
domestic, multinational and international entities. It specializes in many areas, particularly corporate and mergers and acquisitions, finance and banking, oil and gas,
information technology and telecommunications, projects and infrastructure, real estate, intellectual property and licensing, litigation and arbitration, tourism and hotels
and entertainment, taxation, labor and employment.
• A first-tier firm for M&A, Zaki Hashem & Partners counts its role in advising Vodafone this year as a particularly noteworthy deal. In this transaction, the firm assisted the
telecoms company in its E£4 billion syndicated facility agreement with local banks to finance its operations and license fees. Additionally, the firm advised Vodafone on its
acquisition of a private data network provider for E£200 million.
• The firm’s banking andates include advising Banque Misr on financing a third party in its acquisition of a local food company for E£200 million.
• Zaki Hashem & Partners is a common choice for underwriters in capital markets issuances. Arab African International Bank consulted the firm in elation to El-Ezz Steel
Rebars’ E£1.1 billion bond issue.
• For EFGHermes Investment and HSBC Investment Banking, the firm acted on the Talaat Mostafa Group’s local and international offering of shares and GDRs.
• The firm advised EFG-Hermes Investment in relation to the local and international offering of $262 million shares in maritime company aridive.
• In April this year, Beltone Investment sought the firm’s counsel on the local offering of E£1 billion shares in GB Auto Group
Dispute
resolution
2nd

The return of Nabil Elaraby to active head of ZH& Partners, Attorneys at Law’s disputes department has given the firm
a boost, acting on arbitrations in the telecom., corporate and construction sectors, and for the Government of Sudan.

Banking
and finance
2nd

The Firm advises existing clients on restructuring, project financing and loan agreements of a complex nature, and is
held in high regard by clients for its ‘quality and responsiveness’. The firm advised on a syndicated facility agreement
with local banks to finance corporate operations and licenses for Vodafone Egypt worth EGP4bn.

Zaki Hashem & Partners, Attorneys at Law
23 Kasr el Nil Street
Tel : 3933 766
Fax : 39 33 585
Law@hashemlaw.com
www.hashemlaw.com

Corporate
and M&A
1st

Company Attorneys at Law was instructed on a US$1bn acquisition by Al Ritaj in the pharmaceutical industry and on a
variety of mid-size acquisitions in the banking, automotive, tourism and telecommunications sectors. The firm is
praised for ‘understanding in-depth the various challenges faced in acquisitions’ and for its ‘aggressiveness in
negotiations’. Mohammed Gabr is ‘a real leader and tough negotiator’.

Oil and gas
1st

The company Attorneys at Law recently established the first LNG project in Egypt for Spanish-based Union Fenosa worth $1.7bn and advised the Egyptian General Petroleum
Corporation on the securitization and forward sales of crude oil and petroleum worth $1.5bn. A specialty of the firm, other clients include US oilfield services firm Halliburton.

Privatisation
1st

Despite a lack of privatization deals, the firm is garnering repeated briefs, recently advising the acquirer of a public steel factory and working for the government on the possible
sale of two minority stakes. The team was previously involved in the £700m privatization of Alexandria Cement and Lafarge’s purchase of a £400m stake in Beni Suef Cement
Company.

Legal market

Same

Projects and
infrastructure
1st

The ‘very talented’ Yasser Hashem manages the team at ZH &P which has seen instructions flow from fresh PPP projects. The team was appointed by the government to advise
on the first and largest of these projects, the development of over 300 schools. The practice is active in two of three other current PPPs and helping develop PPP law, and has
acted on all past power Build-Operate-Transfers (BOTs).

Telecoms
1st

Our Attorneys at Law is chief legal counsel to Vodafone Egypt, having negotiated and secured the mobile group’s EGP3.4bn license. Acting primarily for network operators, the
firm has been responsible for the drafting and negotiation of the first private public pay-phone, mobile services, and peering licenses, as well as the majority of private data
network (PDN) licenses. Yasser Hashem is the firm’s resident telecoms specialist.

Zaki Hashem & Partners, Attorneys at Law
Dr. Zaki Hashem

Education

Harvard University (M.A., 1947;
Ph.D., 1950);
Cairo University (LL.B.)

Admitted

1942, Egypt;
1956, Supreme Court of Egypt

Membership
s

Egyptian Bar Association;
American Bar Association (Int’l
Associate);
Egyptian Society of Int’l Law
(Honorary President,1991—).

Languages

Dr. Georges
Abi-Saab

Nazih
Megally

Cairo University (LL.B., 1954); University of Michigan (M.A.);
Harvard University (LL.M.; J.D.); Geneva University (Ph.D.)

Loay
Al-Shawarby

Cairo University (LL.B., 1973)

American University in Cairo (B.A.,
1994; G.D., 2000);
Cairo University (LL.B., 2000);
Georgetown University (LL.M., 2004)

1974, Egypt; 1980, Court of
Appeals

2006, Primary Courts

Egyptian Bar Association.

Egyptian Bar Association.

Egyptian Bar Association.

Arabic, English and French

Arabic, French and English

Arabic and English

Arabic and English

Born

Cairo, Egypt

Cairo, Egypt

Cairo, Egypt

Alexandria, Egypt

Biography

Formerly, Minister of Tourism,
Government of Egypt, 19721973.
Member, Egyptian Council of
State, 1946. Deputy Legal
Counsellor,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and of
Commerce and Industry, 19501954.
Member, The National Economic
Council of Egypt.

Professor, International Law, Graduate Institute of
International Studies, 1969-2000.
Honorary Professor since September 2000.
Lecturer: Universities in Europe, Africa, Asia and
theAmericas.
Consultant to the Secretary General of the United Nations,
1969-1970, 1984.
Judge on the Appeal Chamber of the International Criminal
Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda;
Commissioner in the United Nations Compensation
Commission. Appellate Body of the World Trade
Organization.
Various Arbitral Tribunals and the Institute of Int’l Law.

Chartered Patent and
Trademark Agent.

Adjunct Lecturer of Law and Politics,
Ain Shams University 2001-2007.

Of Counsel (3)

Partners (12)

Associates (24)

Dr. Georges Abi-Saab
Nazih Megally
Loay Al-Shawarby

Dr. Zaki Hashem, Senior
Dr. Nabil Elaraby, Senior
Youssef Abou-Zeid,
Sameh Khodeir
Hala Hashem
Tawfik Shehata
Yasser Hashem, Managing
Dr. Mohamed Gomaa
Nermien A. Al-Ali
Dr. Habib Ibrahim Soliman
Dr. Kamel El-Wakil
Mohamed Abdel-Fattah

Mohamed Abdel-Hamid
Hussein Amer
Sherif Amin
Amr Galal
Magdy Ali
Omar Aboul-Enain
Essam Taha
Ahmed El-Shabrawy
Samir Sayed
Hossam Ibrahim
Walid Abdel-Zaher
Shaban Gaballah

Tamer Gamal
Akram Abdel Razik,
Ingy El-Achiry,Nada ElEzaby,
Helal El-Hossary,
Achraf ElChazly
Hossam El Habashy,
Sherif El Saadani,
Moustafa Moussa
Abdelaziz Abaza,
Dina Kamel
Hosny Danial
Bassem El Shehawy

Zulficar & Partners Law Firm
• Established practice with a solid and well recognized track record experience in diverse legal fields across the business and commercial spectrums. The Firm, drawing upon the unparalleled
expertise of its members, bring to the legal market a blend of exceptional individual and collective skills as well as more than 35 years of legal experience.
• The Firm prides itself as having star quality partners and associates recognized for making precedents and introducing innovative products, structures and solutions to the Egyptian market
through their creative and pro-active problem solving approach.
• Our attorneys have developed extensive knowledge in representing all classes of participants in national and international transactions. Amongst our clients are leading investors, investment
banks, commercial banks and international financial institutions, multinational companies and well-established corporations. Partners of this Firm are continuously involved in almost all of
Egypt’s equity and debt capital-raising transactions.
• During the last three decades, partners of the Firm have handled throughout their long years of experience almost all of Egypt’s major mergers and acquisitions, on behalf of buyers and sellers
and in certain cases, as transaction counsel. These include the US$300 MM Heineken acquisition of Al Ahram Beverages Company (ABC), the US$700 MM acquisition of Suez Cement by Ciment
Français, the US$420 MM acquisition of MIBank by Société Générale, the sale of Egyptian Fertilizers Company for US$740 MM to Citadel Capital Consortium, the Arab African International Bank
acquisition of Misr American International Bank, the acquisition and merger of American Express Bank Egypt into the Egyptian American Bank (EAB), the sale of EAB to Credit Agricole and its
merger into Credit Agricole Egypt for approximately US$591 MM, the sale by Bassili of Amoun Pharmaceuticals for about US$500 MM, the sale of Egyptian Fertilizers Company for US$1.4 billion
to Abraaj Capital and then to OCI for $1.6 billion. Partners of the Firm have equally handled the landmark transaction whereby OCI sold OBMH, the holding company of all its regional cement
producing subsidiaries, to Lafarge, for $15 billion, including $2 billion of assumed debt.
• Finally, partners of the Firm have handled mega multi-million dollar disputes before arbitral tribunals in both ad-hoc and under major institutional rules. Similarly partners of the Firm have
handled major litigation, particularly in the fields of banking, taxes, anti-trust, intellectual property, capital markets, before the various courts and have successfully resolved major disputes
amicably through their unparalleled mediation skills

About :

Services

Reference
s

• the Firm is a newly set up practice with a solid and well-established experience and expertise in
diverse legal fields across the business and commercial spectrums. The Firm, drawing upon the
unparalleled expertise of its 7 Partners and 15 associates, bring to the legal market a blend of
exceptional individual and collective skills as well as more than 35 years of legal experience.
• The Firm prides itself as having star quality partners and associates possessing recognized track
record in making precedents and introducing innovative products, structures and solutions to the
Egyptian market through their creative and pro-active problem solving approach.
• We aspire and pledge to provide our clients with top quality legal services that serve their business
needs. This, together with a strong culture of professional ethics and corporate social
responsibility, have always been our trustmark seal that distinguishes us and make a difference
for our clients.
• Based in Cairo and provides a comprehensive range of state-of-the-art legal services for a wide
variety of international and domestic corporate and governmental clients as well as other entities,
such as not-for-profit organizations.
Banking, Credit and Corporate Finance, Investment Banking and Capital Market Transactions, Project
Finance and Public-Private Partnerships, Mergers & Acquisitions
International Commercial and Investment Arbitration, Litigation ,Amicable Dispute Resolution,
Energy, Oil and Gas. Telecommunication and IT, Antitrust and Competition Law, International
Contracts and Business Transactions, Corporate Law, including incorporation procedures, Legislative.
Tax and Labor Law, including ESOPs
Intellectual Property, including Trade Mark and Patent Registration
Alitalia Air Lines; Amoun Holding Company; Apache Corporation (Egypt); Arabia Cinema Production;
Bank of New York Mellon; Banque Audi; Banque Misr; Blom Bank; British American Tobacco; Cemex;
Commercial International Bank; Citadel Capital; Citi Bank; Credit Agricole; E-Methanex; General
Motors Company (GMC); General Motors Egypt (GME); Gravena; Guardian Industries; HSBC; Kraft
International; Mashreq Bank; Egyptian Company for Mobile Services (Mobinil); National Bank of
Egypt; National Societe General Bank; Orascom Telecom; Orascom Construction Industries;
Ridgewood; Silver Stone- BVI; 6th of October for Development and Investment Company (SODIC);
Solidere; Suez Cement Group; Tanjong & Taqa Arabia.

http://www.martindale.com/Zulficar-Partners-Law-Firm/law-firm-26693328-people.htm

Zulficar & Partners Law Firm
Nile City Building, South Tower, Eighth Floor,
11221 Corniche El Nil, Ramlet Beaulac
Cairo, Egypt
Tel: +20-2-24619371; +20-2-24619372
Fax: +20-2-24619372
Web : www.zulficarpartners.com (under-Construction)
Languages: Arabic, English, French and German.

Contact

Mona Zulficar,

Ashraf Ihab
Firas El Samad

Practice Area

Banking; Credit; Investment Banking; Project Finance;
Mergers and Acquisitions; Capital Market Transactions;
Restructuring and Mediation
Banking; Acquisition and Capital Markets
Telecommunications; Anti-Trust; Corporate Law

Mahmoud
Shaltout
Mohamed S.
Abdel Wahab

Litigation and Arbitration; Intellectual Property Rights;
Commercial and Tax Law
International Commercial Arbitration; Project Finance
and Public-Private Partnerships; Telecommunications
and Information Technology Law; Joint Ventures; CrossBorder Transactions and Acquisitions; Anti-trust; Conflict
of Laws; Tourism...

Ingy Badawy

Mergers and Acquisitions; Capital Market Transactions;
IPO's; Bond Issue and Arbitration

Anwar Zeidan, : Corporate Issues; Mergers and Acquisitions

Marghany Advocates
Marghany, Advocates is an Egyptian legal practice serving corporate clients on the various aspects of the Egyptian business law.
Our practice is engaged in general corporate practice with an emphasis on telecommunications, technology, administrative and corporate. We also are engaged, among other practice areas, in
securities law, dispute resolution, intellectual property, M&A and natural resources. We have been a key player in numerous “firsts” in the Egyptian market and have advised on the most complex of
legal issues.
So, whether you are looking at setting up a business in Egypt, resolving a dispute or simply contemplating the implications of appointing an agent, we shall be your one stop shop.
Marghany Advocates was established in 1987 by Professor Dr. Mohamed Marghany one of the most renowned professors of the public law in the Arab world. Professor Marghany taught the law
since 1968 in Egypt, Morocco and France. His expertise, as a scholar, was called upon in many countries around the world as he was the first to write the Arabic principles of the Moroccan
administrative law and was the author of the first Palestinian constitution as well as the new constitutions of Yemen and the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Professor Marghany’s legal practice was not less successful by any means and is considered to be one of the top administrative law practices in Egypt.

Dispute
resolution
3nd

Marghany Advocates has acted on a steady flow of cases for Egyptian clients against international
parties in a range of sectors, and covering multiple jurisdictions, including litigation and arbitration.
Clients say managing partner Amir Marghany shows ‘exceptional dedication’.

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

Marghany Advocates’ clients include Egypt’s multi-sector Montasser Holdings. In a market first, the
firm’s Amir Marghany designed Egypt Network’s employee share ownership plan for unlisted shares.
The firm also advised on a €120m joint venture in the glass industry.

Telecoms
3rd

Amir Marghany of Marghany Advocates is noted for ‘understanding the internet and
telecommunications business thoroughly.’ Sector-specific experience includes advising
telecommunications and IT companies, including software powerhouse Link Egypt.

Amir Marghany (M. Partner)
Practice
Areas

Telecommunications Law;
Franchising; Mergers and Acquisitions;
Joint Ventures; Capital Markets and Franchising
Education
Ain Shams University (LL.B., 1996;
Public Law Diploma, 1997)
Admitted
1996, Egypt
Memberships Egyptian Bar Association.

Languages
Born
Biography

Arabic, English, French and Italian
Cairo, Egypt, September, 1974

Dr. Mohamed Marghany
Administrative Law; Constitutional Law

Marghany Advocates

5 Kamal Hassan Ali St, Suite 405 ,
Sheraton Heliopolis, Cairo
Mail : law@marghany.com
Web : http://www.marghany.com/

Areas of Experience
Transportation
Litigation
Tax Law Disputes
Capital Markets and Offerings
Corporate Law and Business Set-up
Oil, Gas & Natural Resources

Ain Shams University (LL.B., 1963; LL.M., 1965; Ph.D., 1968)
1985, Egypt
Egyptian Bar Association; Arab Bar Association;
Egyptian Society for Political Economy, Statistics and Legislation (Board
Member);
UNHABITAT (Board of Trustees).
Arabic and French
Asswan, Egypt, July, 1934
Author: "Theory of Constitutional Law;" "Political Regimes;" "New
Yemeni Constitution;" "Constitution for the Kingdom of Bahrain;"
"Theory of Moroccan Administrative Law." Full Professor, Ain Shams,
1981.

Copyright, Arts & Entertainment
Administrative Law
Real Estate
Multiple-jurisdiction Litigation
Labor Law
Constitutional Law & Constitutional Litigation
Environment Law
Media Law
Patents, Trademarks & Industrial Designs
Competition Law
Product Liability
Telecommunications & IT
Infrastructure

Amir Marghany

Projects and Construction

Karim Adel Law Office
'Karim Adel Law Office'is an Egyptian law office that was established in 1939 by the late Dr. Saba Habashi as a pioneer law office in the field of 'International Business Law'. In 1961 the office
came under the Management of Mr. Adel Kamel where it continued to grow in expertise and reputation in dealing with issues regarding 'International Business Law'. In 2000, the management of
the office was passed to Mr. Karim Adel Kamel who, to date, is continuing the growth and expansion of the office and increasing the areas of law in which it deals.
Since its establishment, 'Karim Adel Law Office' has offered a full and comprehensive range of legal services, in Arabic, English and the French languages, to a wide variety of multinational
companies and Egyptian entrepreneurs operating in Egypt. These legal services are delivered in an unquestionably high standard of professional service to its clients in a modern and up-to-date
approach while maintains its traditional values in its work to ensure only the greatest level of service is provided to its clients.

Karim Adel Law office
Dispute
resolution
3nd

Position
Principal
Senior Associate
Associate

Of counsels

Within Dispute resolution, Karim Adel Law Office is a third tier firm,
The 12-lawyer Karim Adel Law Office is noted for ‘quality of service’ and being ‘ready to give any
assistance, any time’. Partner Karim Adel Kamel is singled out for his ‘knowledge and professionalism’.
The team successfully represented Savita Hotels & Resorts in litigation.

Name

41 Abdel Khalek Sarwat St
Cairo
Tel : 239 14344
Fax : 23913854
Web : www.karimadel.net
Email : Karim@karimadel.com.eg

Client List

Karim Adel Kamel Ghobrial
George Wahba
Ibrahim Daker
Amr Atta
Hoda Abdel Saleh
Youssef Samir El Kommos
Amir Nasr Rezk –allah
Bishoy Safwat Barsoum
Mohamed Makbol
Ramez Mounir
Raafat Fouad
Mikhail Fouad Ghali

Areas of Experience

Aviation Companies:

Arbitration

Ethiopian Airlines (Ethiopia).

Bankruptcy

British Airways (British) .

Corporate Law

Educational Institutions:

Collection of Bad Debts

Cairo American College (CAC), (U.S.A.).

Commercial Law

Embassies:

Commercial Registry

Israeli Embassy.

Construction Agreements

Hotel Companies:

Establishing Companies and Foreign Branches

Semiramis Inter Continental Hotel.

Employment Law

Intercontinental City Stars.

Franchise Agreements

Holiday In City Stars.
StayBridge City Stars.
Intercontinental & Crown Plaza Port Galib

Karim Adel Kamel Ghobrial
George Wahbah

Ibrahim Daker

Amr Atta

Hoda Abdel Saleh

Youssef Kommos

Amin Nasr Rizkallah

Bishoy Safwat Barsoum Mohamed Makbol

Karim Adel Law Office
Karim Adel Kamel Ghobrial:
Position

Principal

George Wahbah:

Ibrahim Daker

Senior Associate.
Practice Area: Bankruptcy, Bad Debt Collection,
Registration and Governmental affairs, Companies
Incorporation, Mergers and Acquisitions, and Real
Estate.

Area of
practice

Education

LL.B. Ein Shams University, 1990.
LL.M. Master Degree in Business Law, “Institut de Droit des
Affaires Internationales” (IDAI), this institute is an association
between Cairo University and Paris Dauphine University, May
1993.
Academy of American and International Law “The
southwestern Legal Foundation” (Dallas, Texas), July 1995.
LL.M. International Business Law “Washington college of Law
– The American University” (Washington, D.C.), August 1996.
Training at Gide, Loyrette Et Nouel Law Office (Paris, France),
1993.
Training at Afridi, Angel & Baker Law Office (New York), 1995.

Education: LL.B. Ein Shams University 1990.
Admission: Egyptian Bar, 1992.

LLB Ein Shams University 1999
LLM dairo University 2006
Admission Egyptian Bar 2000

Experience

Practicing in the field of Corporate and Commercial law at
Adel Kamel Law Office since 1990.

Patent and Trademark agent.

Participation in the field of Labour Law ,
Litigation and Arbitration at since 2001

Area of
practice

Practicing in the field of Corporate and Commercial
Law at Adel Kamel Law Office since 1993.

Practice Area :
Labour Law , litigation & Arbitration

Language

Languages: Arabic.

Language : Arabic

Hassouna & Abou Ali
• The Firm become one of Egypt's leading business law firms. Our firm brings together the experience and expertise of professionals with diverse educational, legal and
business backgrounds. Our lawyers are admitted to practice law in Egypt and have significant international dimension through our close relationships with well-known U.S.
and European law firms.
• We represent corporations, joint ventures and partnerships in most practice areas of the law. Dedicated to the highest level of legal expertise and service, we advise a wide
range of international and local clients on all legal aspects of their commercial activities in Egypt.
• We work closely with each client and provide our experience and expertise in transactional matters, as well as in dispute resolution. In addition, clients' needs are efficiently
handled through the effective flow of information within the firm and high quality research materials and computer support services.
• Through our membership and active participation in many Egyptian and international professional and trade organizations, we are well positioned and committed to
keeping up with new developments in the legal and economic environment.
• While the firm maintains a policy of corporate specialization, we remain committed to the person-to-person client-attorney relationship. The partners recognize that the ideal
relationship is based upon personal understanding and mutual respect.
Dispute
resolution
3rd

Hassouna & Abou Ali advises a client in an arbitration dispute with the Egyptian Government, in respect
to the acquisition of a company previously owned by the State. Partner Ahmed Abou Ali is ‘extremely
responsive’ with ‘an exceptional command of US law’.

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

Hassouna & Abou Ali provides regular corporate advice to local and international clients including USbased global consumer brand names. The firm recently assisted a local investment bank being bought
out by Egyptian and Gulf investors for EGP120m.

Mohamed AK Hassouna
Practice
Areas

Education

Hassouna & Abou Ali
2 Abdel Kader Hamza St, 5th fl.
P.O. box 175 Attaba , CAIRO
Tel : 27924101
Fax : 27924104
Email : halaw@hassouna-abouali.com
www.hassouna-abouali.net

Ahmed M. G. Abou Ali
Banking Regulation; Business Formation; Business Regulation;
Commercial Law; Commercial Arbitration; Trade Law; Construction
Contracts; Construction Litigation; Shareholder Agreements; Share
Purchase Agreements; Stock Exchange Law; Securities Regulation;
Trademarks

Senior Associates
Hazem A. Fathi
Hisham M. El-Sayed
Bassem B. Shohda
Maha Abdel Wareth Ahmed

Areas of Experience

Faculty of Law, Cairo University (LL.B., 1955);
Cambridge University, England (M.A., 1957)

Faculty of Law, Cairo University (LL.B., 1980; Diploma, 1982);
Harvard Law School, U.S.A. (LL.M., 1984 and Post Graduate
Studies, 1985)

Banking & Finance

Admitted

1959, Egypt

1981, Egypt; Attorney of the Supreme Court of Egypt

Capital Markets

Memberships

Bar Association of Egypt; Egyptian Society of
Political Economy, Legislation and Statistics;
Egyptian Society of International Law;
International Bar Association; American
Chamber of Commerce in Egypt.

Bar Association of Egypt; Egyptian Society of International Law;
American Bar Association; International Bar Association; American
Chamber of Commerce in Egypt (Vice President, Legal Affairs);
Egyptian Capital Markets Association (Chairman, Committee on
Profession and Legislation); Egyptian Society for Protection of
Industrial Property (Secretary and Member of the Board).

Construction, Real Estate & Tourism
Corporate
Direct Investment
Dispute Resolution

Languages

Arabic, English, French and German

Arabic and English

Health Care

Born

Alexandria, Egypt, August 11, 1933

Port Said, Egypt, January 30, 1959

Intellectual Property

Biography

National Bank of Egypt, 1957-1958. Manager and
Director, Public Sector Companies, 1959-1974. Partner:
ASN, 1977-1983; Sidley & Austin & Naguib, 19831987.(Of Counsel to the Ackerson Group, Chartered,
Washington, D.C.)

Abou Ali Law Firm, Port Said, Egypt, 1981-1983; Sidley & Austin, Chicago,
Illinois, 1985-1987.

Labor & Employment
Oil & Gas
Privatization
Tax

Nadoury & Nahas Law Offices
Nadoury Nahas Alexandria Office was founded on April 21st, 1978 by Judge/ Ashraf A. Nadoury, after spending 23 years in the judiciary branch of Arab Republic of Egypt, until
sitting on the bench as senior judge at Cairo High Court of Appeal.
On 1981, Nadoury & Nahas did expand its legal activity to Cairo upon referring US Embassy’s legal affairs to be handled by our office in Cairo.
Disputes always arise whether you are starting a new job, being involved in new business, getting involved in a sale contract. In all cases legal support should be needed.
You will need someone to understand how your business is operating, your needs and the challenges you face.
In your business you always seek to achieve results quickly, efficiently, and inexpensively.
It is based upon these principles that we are here to serve you due to the fact that we know you are not just looking for legal assistance, but also for effective solution to your
problems.
Dispute
resolution
3nd

Nadoury & Nahas Law Offices is experienced in ICC and local arbitrations, and the team has been
representing Italian tour company Metamondo in litigation against Hilton International for two years in
a contract dispute. Past clients have included the Soros Foundation.

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

Nadoury & Nahas Law Offices advises a number of foreign clients on general corporate and disputes
work in Egypt, including courier company UPS.

Shipping
3rd

With offices and Alexandria, Nadoury & Nahas Law Offices offers frequent ad-hoc advice on shipping
matters, recently representing a US insurance company in regard to a cargo damage claim, and a
Greek client in a local ship acquisition.

Cairo office

Area of Area of Practice

Mr. Sayed Abul
Dahab

Civil, Criminal, Taxation, Corporate, Commercial, Family Law , Drafting Contracts, Foreign Investment, Corporate
Law , Labor Law and Litigations.

Mr. Hosni Saleh

Corporate, Civil, Criminal, Taxation, Commercial, Family , Labor Law ,Drafting Contracts and Litigations.

Miss. Amira Abdel
Ghaffar

Int’l Commercial Arbitration, International Trade & Foreign Investment, Corporate Law , Int’l Family Law Disputes
Intellectual Property, Drafting International Contracts and Joint Ventures Agreements

Mr. Ahmed Metwaly

Corporate, Criminal, Taxation, Commercial, Family, Labor Law and Litigations.

Miss. Nermin
Salama.

Int’l Commercial Arbitration, Int’l Trade, Civil, Intellectual Property, and Taxation Law

Mrs. Shereen
Nadoury

Civil, Intellectual Property, Commercial, Taxation and Family Law.

Mr. Wadie Ragab

Civil, Criminal, Commercial, Labor Law and Litigations

Miss Entesar Khairy

Criminal, Civil, Family Law and Litigations.

Alex office

Nadoury & Nahas Law Offices
Cairo Office :
7 lazoughli St, Isis Bldg, Suite 35
Garden City Cairo,
Tel: +202 795-9658
Fax:+202 795-0080
Hot Line : Mr. Ashraf Nadoury [+20 101060068]
Email : cairo@nadourynahas.com
nadorynahas@link.net
Web : http://www.nadourynahas.com/
Alexandria Office
71, Sultan Hussein, Alexandria
Tel: + 203 487-3609
Fax: +202 487-5136
Hot Line: Mr. Mourad Nadoury [+20 105455778]
E-mail: alex@nadourynahas.com
nadourynahas@soficom.com.eg

Partners

Ashraf Nadoury

Area of Area of Practice

Mr. Mohamed Fouad

International Commercial Arbitration, Corporate, Commercial, Family Law and Litigations.

Miss Sonia Safwat

Intellectual Property, International Law and International Commercial Arbitration

Mr. Mohamed Omar

International Commercial Arbitration , International Commercial, Family and Labor Law.

Mourad Nadoury

El Sayed El Nahas

Ibrachy & Dermarkar
• Ibrachy & Dermarkar I&D, established in 1932, seeks to grow continuously while maintaining a uniform level of excellence in the service that it provides. It sees Egyptian practice as linked
to international economic realities, and recognizes the desire of international investors for specialist expertise. Accordingly, the firm has established focused working groups in a number of
fields, including corporate, banking and intellectual property.
• I&D attorneys have developed expertise in a variety of areas of law, including commercial law, intellectual property, labor and employment law, banking and finance, corporate laws, capital
market law, construction law, and insurance/reinsurance laws, to name a few.
• Today, I&D is one of the leading law firms in Egypt and advises a variety of prominent Egyptian and international clientele in relation to a broad range of Egyptian law and practice. I&D
maintains good relationship with prominent international law firms around the world without having any formal relationship with any of them prohibiting I&D from collaborating with any of
their competitors. Through the collaboration with prominent international law firms , I&D has gained the knowledge and experience in establishing a good communication level and mutual
understanding with international law firms which has put the basis for future cooperation. It is also mentionable that I&D has solidified these relationships by periodically offering its
members training in international law firms. Further, I&D has, among its members, lawyers who have previous experience working with international law firms.
• I&D is committed to state-of-the-art communication and information processing technology as part of its philosophy of efficiency and cost-effective delivery of services. The firms local area
network allows attorneys and staff to share resources, research libraries, legal databases as well as other support tools. The firms network also facilitates internal and outside
communication to streamline attorney-client communications.
• Ibrachy & Dermarkar has been busy this year with a strong flow of work with an Iraqi element.
• Advised an international bank investing in Iraqi government bonds, and another in its investment in the Central Bank of Iraq in the form of dinar denominated certificates of deposits.
• A highlight deal for the firm was acting for French company Lafarge on its acquisition of Egyptian joint-stock company Orascom Building Materials Holding. At e8.8 billion, this was the
largest transaction on the Cairo and Alexandria Stock Exchange.
• The firm is not only known for its quality in transactional work: it has also gained repute in assisting the country’s financial markets on regulatory developments.
• Advised the Iraqi Stock Exchange and the Iraqi Securities Commission in creating policies and procedures to encourage foreign investment in the Iraqi stock market. In keeping with the
international interest in Egypt’s pharmaceuticals market, Alkan retained the firm to act on the sale of its total shares valued at E£300 million.
• Represented Telecom Holding and Orascom Telecom Iraq on the 100% sale of its stake in the Iraqna Company for Mobile Phone Services totalling $1.2 billion.
• Other Iraqi work included a project financing which had the firm serving as counsel to the Middle Market Development Foundation on all its lending transactions under the OPIC-funded
Middle Market Facility, valued at $125 million.
• I&D Mission Statement:
I&D commits itself to provide all its clients with professional service consistently responsive to each particular client's needs, and which takes as its agenda the enduring wish of its clients
for high quality service, a service that is worth what is paid for it.

Category

Contact

Post

Name

Ibrachy & Dermarkar

Managing
Partner

Dr. Bahieldin H.Z Elibrachy.

Senior
Associates

Abdel Raouf Shams El Din.

16 HUSSEIN WASSEF ST, MESSAHA,
DOKKI, CAIRO
Tel: Work +20 2 3760 4592
Fax +20 2 3760 4593
Web: www.ibrachy-dermarkar.com
Email: infol5@ibrachy-dermarkar.com
Cairo, Baghdad

Arbitration

Dr B.HZ Elibrachy, Hegazy Fadel Ali El
Wakil

Aviation and maritime

Dr Mokhtar El Birairy, Ahmed El Said

Banking and finance

Dr B. HZ Elibrachy, Menha Samy

Capital markets

Dr B. HZ Elibrachy, Menha Samy

Ehab M. Shehata.

Company establishment

Ahmed El Saeed, Mohamed Abdelaal

Nevine A. Abou Alam

Energy (oil and gas)

Dr Bahieldin HZ Elibrachy, Menha Samy

Labour and employment

Menha Samy

General commercial

Dr Bahieldin HZ Elibrachy

Mergers and acquisitions

Dr Bahieldin HZ Elibrachy, Menha Samy

Tan and customs

Ahmed El Said

TMT

Dr B.HZ Elibrachy, Dr Mokhtar El Birairy

Managing
Partner

Dr. Mokhtar A. Birairy.

Number of lawyers 26

Hegazy F. El Wakil.

Languages
Arabic ,English, French, German,
Member : TAG LAW Employment Law Alliance
Affiliated office I&D Iraq Law Alliance, Baghdad

Ahmed S. Abbas
Menha Samy
Associates

Radwa S. El Saman.
Ahmed M. ElMohtadybellah.

Abdallah El-Chehabi.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Dispute
resolution
2nd

Ibrachy & Dermarkar’s Bahieldin Elibrachy is a strong generalist who regularly advises on disputes. Elibrachy was appointed domestic
advisor to international counsel on a telecommunications dispute worth $2bn and recently obtained a $50m award in a US arbitration.

Banking and
finance
3rd

Ibrachy & Dermarkar provides financial legal services as part of its full-service offering, with Bahieldin Elibrachy recently acting for the
borrower on a credit facility, arranged by Coface, for the purchase of a major satellite by satellite company Nilesat.

Corporate and
M&A
2nd
Dispute
resolution
2nd

Ibrachy & Dermarkar proved its M&A credentials by advising building materials firm Lafarge as counsel on the purchase of Egypt’s
Orascom Building Materials in a landmark transaction worth a total of €10.2bn, the equivalent of the total foreign investments into Egypt
during the previous two years combined. Partner Bahieldin Elibrachy heads the firm.
Ibrachy & Dermarkar’s Bahieldin Elibrachy is a strong generalist who regularly advises on disputes. Elibrachy was appointed domestic
advisor to international counsel on a telecommunications dispute worth $2bn and recently obtained a $50m award in a US arbitration.

Legal market

Clients find Egypt an increasingly dynamic market, which though dominated by the larger, well established full-service corporate and
commercial practices …

Projects and
infrastructure
3rd

Established in 1932, Ibrachy & Dermarkar has a long history of advising on projects. The firm represents a multinational in contract
negotiations with authorities in regard to a PPP in the transportation sector. Partner Menha Samy also led a significant bid that saw
global steel player ArcelorMittal win a license to build steel factories in Egypt.

Telecoms
2nd

Ibrachy & Dermarkar managing partner Bahieldin Elibrachy consistently represents the Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU) and
Nilesat, the Egyptian Satellite Company.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Managing
Partner

Dr. Bahieldin H.Z Elibrachy.

Practice
Areas.

Arbitration; Energy Law; Mergers and Acquisitions and World Trade Organization. Bahieldin was the chief legal architect of the very intricate merger of Exxon
with Mobil in Egypt at the turn of this century; he was the team leader advising Lafarge on issues of Egyptian law in the most recent USD 15b purchase by
Lafarge of OBMH on the Cairo Alexandria Stock Exchange. This included assisting in drafting and review of the financing documents, the Share Sale and
Purchase Agreement, the Escrow Agreement and review of the due diligence conducted on the Egyptian subsidiary. Bahieldin also leads the I&D team
working for the lenders in the financing of the Damietta Port Project. Bahieldin also recently lead the I&D team representing the Alkan Holding in the sale of
Alkan Pharma to Hikma PLC.

Education.

J.D., Georgetown University Law Center, 1985; M.C.L., Georgetown University Law Center, 1982; Cairo University Law School (Bachelor of Law, 1977).

Employment.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm, 1985-date; Formerly, First Lieutenant, Artillery Corps Headquarters, acting as a legal advisor to the director, 1977-1980.

Languages

Arabic and English.

Membership

Egyptian Bar Association; British Egyptian Businessmen Association; Egyptian-British Chamber of Commerce in London (Board member); Egyptian-British
Business Council; Egyptian Businessmen Association; Egyptian Council for Foreign Affairs (Board Member); American Chamber of Commerce ; Cairo Rotary
Club (en-president); The Center for Peace Studies, The University of Oklahoma (Member of the Board of Trustees); Central Egyptian Society for Consumer
Protection (Board Member); Arab-German Chamber of Commerce;
Zeinab Kamel Hassan Association (member of Board of Trustees); Ibn Khaldoun Center for Developmental Studies (Member of the Board of Trustees);
Association d'Amitie Egypto - Suisse (Board Member); Egyptian Society for Support of Non-Profit Organizations (Board Member); Georgetown Club, Cairo
(President).

Firm Practice
Areas

I&D’s general corporate practice includes experience advising both Egyptian and foreign clients in the following areas:
• the drafting and negotiation of joint venture agreements for inward investment in Egypt
• the formation and registration of Egyptian joint stock and limited liability companies
• the drafting and interpretation of construction contracts using FIDIC and other formats
• the conduct of oil and gas business in Egypt
• the drafting and negotiation of employment agreements and the impact of Egyptian labor laws on every aspect of the employer/employee relationship
• the preparation of lease contracts and their interpretation in the light of Egyptian regulation of real estate sales and leases
• the establishment of new businesses in Egypt, through each of the various legal avenues available for foreign investment
• the registration of branch and representative offices of foreign companies in Egypt
• the ongoing maintenance of Egyptian companies, branch and representative offices in conformity with Egyptian corporate laws and regulations
• the taxation of profits, rents, dividends, royalties, capital gains, oil revenues and all other fiscal matters
• the conduct of airline business in Egypt
• the drafting and negotiation of distribution and agency agreements
Accordingly, the firm has established focused working groups in a number of fields, including corporate, banking and intellectual property. I&D attorneys have developed
expertise in a variety of areas of law, including commercial law, intellectual property, labor and employment law, banking and finance, corporate laws, capital market law,
construction law, and insurance/reinsurance laws, to name a few. Today, I&D is one of the leading law firms in Egypt and advises a variety of prominent Egyptian and
international clientele in relation to a broad range of Egyptian law and practice.
I&D is committed to state-of-the-art communication and information processing technology as part of its philosophy of efficiency and cost-effective delivery of services.
The firm's local area network allows attorneys and staff to share resources, research libraries, legal databases as well as other support tools. The firm's network also
facilitates internal and outside communication to streamline attorney-client communications.

http://www.employmentlawalliance.com/ko/Egypt/Employment-Law-in-Egypt

Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Senior
Associates

Abdel Raouf
Shams El Din.

Ehab M. Shehata.

Nevine A. Abou Alam

Practice Areas.

General Litigation. Abdel Raouf was a member in
the I&D litigation team that worked on the lawsuit
of Mobil Station located in El-Rehab district. Abdel
Raouf as a member in the I&D litigation team,
worked on several intellectual property lawsuits
concerning renowned International brands. Abdel
Raouf also was a member in the I&D litigation
team that worked on various fraud lawsuits that
had occurred in various industrial fields.

General Litigation and Labor & Employment. Ehab was a
member in the I&D litigation team that worked on
several labor & employment lawsuits in various
industries. Ehab as a member in the I&D litigation team,
worked on various fraud lawsuits that had occurred in
various industrial fields.

Arbitration; Banking and Project Finance; Corporate and
Commercial. Nevine conducted a due diligence exercise for a
group of lenders for a facility financing BOT project for the
construction and operation of Container Terminal at
Damietta Port, she was also involved in drafting the onshore
security documents pertaining to the facility. Nevine was a
member in the I&D team that worked on the DIIG vs.
Egyptian Radio and Television Union arbitration case in the
value of USD 50Million.Nevine was a member in the I&D
team representing the Alkan Holding in the sale of Alkan
Pharma to Hikma PLC. Nevine participated in the
International Commercial Mediators and Arbitrators training
course.

Education.

Diploma in Higher Studies of Private Law - Ain
Shams University, 1999; Diploma in Higher
Studies of International Trade Law - Ain Shams
University 1998; Ain Shams University Law School
(Bachelor of Law, 1988).

P.H.D in Banking Operations - Cairo University, 2009;
Diploma in Higher Studies of Islamic Law –
Cairo University, 1997; Diploma in Higher Studies of
Private Law - Cairo University, 1996;
Cairo University Law School (Bachelor of Law, 1982).

Cairo University, Law School, French Section – Paris 1 /
Panthéon Sorbonne University.(Bachelor of law, 2005).

Employment.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm, 2003;
Legal advisor of Arabian Freight Agencies in
Jeddah;
Legal advisor for the General Director Manager of
Islamic Port of Jeddah.

• Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm, 2009;
• Senior Associate in Ahmed Habib Law Office, 20002009; Senior Associate in Gamal Law Office, 20072008;
• Associate in Kamal Abdel Aziz Law Office, 1998-2005;
• Judge in First Instance Degree Court, 1990-1998;
General Prosecutor 1982-1990.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm,2006;
Bicheron and Associates – Paris, Internship, 2006; Nadoury
& Nahas Law offices, 2005-2006.

Languages

Arabic and English

Arabic and English.

Arabic,French and English.

Membership

Egyptian Bar Association.

Egyptian Bar Association.

Egyptian Bar Association.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Managing
Partner

Dr. Mokhtar
A. Birairy.

Hegazy
F. El Wakil.

Ahmed
S. Abbas.

Menha
A. Samy.

Practice
Areas.

Arbitration; Aviation; Banking;
Corporate and Commercial;
Industrial and Commercial
Property; Maritime and
Information Technology. Mokhtar
is an arbitrator in The Cairo
Regional Center for International
Commercial Arbitration, as well
as, The Arbitration Bodies of
Stock Markets. He is an Author
and Instructor in the field of
international commercial
arbitration as well as, a post
graduate Instructor. Mokhtar
participates in the Cairo
Regional Centre for International
Commercial Arbitration, Yemen
Center for Arbitration as well as
other International Arbitration
Centers Conferences.

Antitrust & Competition Law;
Arbitration; Bankruptcy &
Restructuring; Corporate Law; Mergers
and Acquisitions; Oil & Gas; Project
Finance & Infrastructure and Real
Estate. Hegazy was a member in the
I&D team that worked on the merger of
Exxon with Mobil in Egypt. Hegazy lead
I&D team on the transfer of shares of
Sinai Company, as well as, the transfer
of shares of Al-Ahram Airlines. Hegazy
lead I&D team in the arbitration cases
of Sinai vs. DIAEgypt; Domina vs.
Normaco and Siemens vs. Kolaly.
Hegazy is currently leading I&D team in
a PPP project concerning the
transportation sector in Egypt.

Airlines & Aviation; General Litigation; Tan
& Custom Law. Ahmed lead I&D litigation
team that acted for ExxonMobil on its
compensation lawsuit regarding a naval
collision. Ahmed also lead I&D litigation
team on several intellectual property,
corporate tan, labor and employment and
real estate lawsuits, as well as various
fraud lawsuits that had occurred in various
industrial fields.

Banking and Finance; Business Litigation; General
Corporate Consultation, Mergers and Acquisitions.
Menha was a member in the I&D team that
conducted the due diligence exercise for the
proposed acquisition of the shares of Egyptian
Commercial Bank by Standard Chartered Bank,
Dubai, and she recently lead the due diligence
exercise for a major European Bank for the
possible acquisition of the shares as part of the
privatization of Bank of Alexandria. Menha has
likewise conducted a due diligence exercise on
behalf of the lending bank on several petroleum
companies in Egypt in relation to a facility
agreement. Menha recently lead the I&D team
that acted for Orascom Telecom Holding in
connection with the US$2 billion credit facility
arranged by interalia ABN Amro Bank and Citibank
N.A. London. Menha was also involved in the due
diligence and major negotiations of the multi
billion dollars deal, where Lafarge purchased 100%
of the listed shares of Orascom Building Materials
Holdings. In 2004. Menha was sent for three
months training at Allen & Overy in London as part
of I&D’s professional development
program. Menha was an active team member in
the IFC and OPIC joint financing of DIP.

Education.

PhD in Industrial Property Cairo
University, 1975; Diploma of
Private Law Cairo University,
1969; Diploma of Islamic Law
(Sharea) Cairo University , 1964;
Diploma of Public Law Cairo
University, 1963; Bachelor of
Law Cairo University,1962.

PhD in the field of International Trade;
Diploma of Criminal Law Ain Shams
University, 1985; Ain Shams University
Law School (Bachelor of Law, 1982).

Alexandria University Law School (Bachelor
of Law, 1991).

Cairo University Law School English Section
(Bachelor of Law, 2000).

Employment
.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar, 2000;
Professor of Commercial and
Maritime law at faculty of law –
Cairo University; Dean of Law
and Sharea College Sultanate of
Oman, 1997-1999; Director,
International Business Law
Institution (Directeur de L'institut
de Droit International des
Affaires), 1995-1997; Quena
Prosecutor, 1967-1969; Al Wayly
Prosecutor, 1962-1967.

Ibrachy & Demarkar Law Firm, 1988;
Military Prosecutor, 1984-1987;
Ahmed Oeda Law Office, 1982-1984.

Ibrachy & Demarkar Law Firm, 1994;
Military officer, 1991-1994

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm, 2001; Sarwat
Abdel Shahid Law Office, 2000-2001.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar
Associates

Radwa
S. El Saman.

Ahmed M.
El-Mohtadybellah.

Practice
Areas.

Alternative Dispute Resolution;
Banking and Project Finance; General
Corporate. Radwa advises local and
multinational companies on issues
related to Egyptian Civil Law, Labor &
Employment Law, Tan Law and
Capital Market Regulations.

General Corporate; Labor & Employment;
Project finance & Infrastructure, Real
Estate, Telecommunication & Information
Technology. Ahmed advise local and
multinational companies on issues
related to Egyptian Civil Law as well as
Labor & Employment Law.

Arbitration; Employment & Labor;
Mergers & Acquisitions; General
Corporate; Commercial Law. Abdallah
advised local and multinational
companies on issues related to
Commercial Law and Labor &
Employment Law.

General Litigation & Real Estate. Emad was a
member in the I&D litigation team that
worked on several real estate lawsuits. Emad
also was a member in the I&D litigation team
that worked on various fraud lawsuits that
had occurred in various industrial fields.

Education.

L.L.M Degree (Masters in Business
Law), American University,
Washington College of Law –
Washington D.C (U.S.A.)2008; L.L.M
Degree (Masters in Law),The
International Maritime Organization,
International Maritime Law Institute
(Malta), 2005; Diplomain Commercial
and Civil Law, Cairo University Law
School, 2003;Bachelorof Law, Cairo
University Law School (English
Section), 2002.

L.L.M Degree (Wharton Certificate in
Business and Public Policy), University of
Pennsylvania Law School–
Philadelphia,2008; Masters Degree in
Civil Law,Cairo University,2001; Cairo
University Law School English Section
(Bachelor of Law,1999).

Masters Degree in the European and the
International Business Law, Paris 1 –
Pantheon Sorbonne University, 2008;
Maitrise de Driot in International
Business Law, Paris 1 – Pantheon
Sorbonne University, 2006; License de
Driot in International Business Law,
Paris 1 – Pantheon Sorbonne University,
2005; Diploma of General University
Studies in Law (D.E.U.G), Paris 1 –
Pantheon Sorbonne University, 2004.

Cairo University Law School (Bachelor of
Law,1985).

Employment.

Commercial Law Lecturer at the
School of Law, Cairo University, 2002;
Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm, 2006.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm,
2008;Legal advisor of The International
Company for Technical Services , 2004;
Prosecutor at The Egyptian Ministry of
Justice, 2001; Legal Assistant at the
USAID in Egypt,2000.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm, 2009;
Associate at Hamza & Associates Law
Firm, 2007 -2009; El Kamel Law Office,
2005.

Ibrachy & Dermarkar Law Firm,2008; Vice
Manager of Legal Affairs Department at the
Saudi Egyptian Finance Bank 2005- 2008;
Assistant Director of Legal Affairs at Misr
Exterior Bank2001-2003;Superintend of Legal
Affairs at Misr Bank 1990 – 2001 & 2003 –
2005 ; Attorney at Real Estate Egyptian Bank
1989 - 1990.

Languages

Arabic and English.

Arabic, French and English.

Arabic.

Membership

Egyptian Bar Association

Egyptian Bar Association.

Egyptian Bar Association.

Arabic and English.

Abdallah
El-Chehabi.

Emad
M. Mansour

Ibrachy Law Firm
Ibrachy Law Firm is the result of the accumulated experience of its members who have combined their experience within long standing firms.
Although this firm is recently established, it represents the continuity of a law firm established in 1932 by Dr. Hassan El Ibrachy, Mr. Hussein El Ibrachy and Mr. Said Dermarkar.
In 1987 the first de-merger of the original firm took place to create Elibrachy law Office, headed by Mr. Hussein Elibrachy, the legal counsel of the Canadian Embassy among other major
clients.
The firm was then supported by joining consecutively By Dr. Hassan Elibrachy's two sons. The growth of the business in Egypt and the need for a bigger number of professional law firms
capable of representing them without being limited by conflicts of interests was the main driving force behind the second de-merger initiated by Mr. Ashraf Elibrachy resulting in the
establishment
of Ibrachy Law Firm.
Corporate
ILF earned an international reputation in the areas of economic development and optimisation of tax incentives. But, our role is far
more than just that.
Ibrachy & Law Firm
ILF advises its clients on the most adequate structure to undertake their business, guiding them through the choice between the
various corporate legal vehicles possible to conduct their activities in Egypt. ILF then incorporates such companies on their behalf.
14 Abdelmeneim Riad,
ILF corporate law practice involves advising clients during the ordinary course of their businesses to ensure their compliance with all
Mohandessin, Giza,
regulatory issues, preparing on their behalf all corporate resolutions to be adopted in compliance with the Egyptian law and drafting
Cairo, Egypt.
and negotiating all sorts of agreements related to their business to safeguard their best interests.
Web: www.ibrachy.com/
ILF provides general corporate counsel advice on all kinds of businesses from large-scale companies to non profit organizations. Our
Number of lawyers 26
attorneys guide clients through complex mergers and acquisitions; ILF has helped clients buy and sell private companies as described
in our M&A section. ILF offers guidance on a full range of issues dealing with securities, including IPOs and regulatory compliance
issues as described in our Capital Markets section.
As ILF clients’ businesses have expanded to clients beyond the borders of Egypt, ILF is active in assisting clients with various aspects
of international business transactions, including joint ventures with local partners, international licensing and distribution agreement
M&A

Mergers and Acquisitions represents a substantial part of Ibrachy Law Firm's work due to our ability to structure and coordinate all aspects of complex deals and to collaborate
closely with colleagues in such areas as international and domestic take-overs.Through our experience we gained the ability to prepare and manage data rooms and gained
proficiency in coordinating with other professionals, such as accounting and investment banking firms, to complete transactions in the most efficient and effective manner.
We would typically cover all related work including preparing due diligence lists, conducting full review of relevant documents, producing a comprehensive legal report, drafting
and negotiating agreements as well as conducting all necessary procedures required for the implementation of the project.

Capital
Market

Through team work, in close coordination with the CMA, MCDR and Case, the members of Ibrachy Law Firm have executed and delivered novel and innovative transactions
while simultaneously efficiently servicing a client's business.
Our role covered: The formation of brokerage companies, the inclusion of further stock exchange rules within their articles and obtaining the necessary approvals of the Capital
Market Authority; The drafting, on behalf of various brokers, bookkeepers and underwriters of the necessary documents to conduct their business within the capital market and
negotiating these documents with the CMA;
The representation of the lead managers in respect of various bond issues including the review of the prospectus, conducting the necessary due diligence on the issuer and
issuing the legal opinion required by the CMA for obtaining the approval of the relevant bond; and The consultation with investors in relation to take-over of major stocks in listed
companies whether through private placement or public offering and the implementation of the same while observing the CMA rules and regulations.
We are proud to have been behind the successful privatization of Telecom Egypt and the offering of 20% of its shares to the public in Egypt on the Egyptian Stock Exchange and
through the issuance of GDs listed on the London Stock Exchange. We played a large role as the Egyptian legal advisor for Credit Suisse First Boston closely with Dewey
Ballantine. We performed a full due diligence on the company. In addition, we reviewed and participated in the drafting of the Egyptian and English information memorandum
and in the preparation of the documents required for the Egyptian Initial Public Offering. We also advised the client on Egypt's draft telecommunications law and its potential
commercial impact on the transaction.

Banking

Ibrachy Law Firm advises clients in all aspects of banking and finance activities, including commercial lending, special bank regulatory
needs, and project and equipment finance. We provide legal services to a wide range of financial institutions, including major commercial and investment banks, Egyptian and
foreign banks, holding companies, funds, and insurance and finance companies. We also counsel private equity and venture capital funds, multilateral financing organizations,
export credit agencies and parties engaged in infrastructure and privatization financing. By combining our significant transactional and regulatory experience, we are able to
assist clients in developing innovative products and devising solutions to complex business problems.

Ibrachy Law Firm
Ashraf
Elibrachy
Partner

Son of the famous Egyptian lawyer Dr. Hassan Elibrachy, Ashraf Elibrachy was born to become a lawyer himself. Following his primary and secondary education at the Jesuits school in Cairo, He
joined the faculty of law of Cairo University to graduate in 1987 and later on admitted as a Barrister the same year before the Cairo Bar Association. He then followed a two year training program
arranged by his late father and with the contribution of Dr. Mohamed Abdalla, the head of prosecution at the High Court of Cassation. In 1990, he achieved simultaneously one diploma in French
literature from Paris I (Sorbonne) and a master degree in commercial law Diplome Superieur from Paris II (Pantheon Assas). He then pursued his professional career as a lawyer and partner in Ibrachy
& Dermarkar.In such capacity, he headed a Corporate and Finance team who joined him to form Ibrachy Law Firm.
The thrive for perfection and for client satisfaction made him who he is today. His meticulous organized thinking and his ability to think outside the box are behind his rating among the top Egyptian
Banking and Finance lawyers as well as among the top Egyptian Mergers & Acquisitions lawyers by Chambers & Partners and by IFLR 1000 among others

Tarek Gadallah
Partner

Tarek pursued his primary and secondary education at Lycée La Liberté in Alexandria. Upon his graduation with honors from the English Section of the Faculty of Law, Alexandria University, Tarek
joined Nour Law Office where he got trained and worked in litigation, arbitration and general corporate matters. He also worked on the Sanpaolo IMI S.p.A successful acquisition of 80% of the
shares of Bank of Alexandria, one of the largest Egyptian state owned banks, for a total value of US$ 1.6 billion.
Seeking more specialization in mergers & acquisitions, Tarek acted as the General Counsel of Naeem Holding For Investment. In this capacity he took charge of the regional investments of the group
including the acquisition of a controlling stake in Unifund Capital Financial Investment PJSC and Unifund International Financial Investment LLC for a total amount of AED 300 million; the acquisition
of 18% of Naeem KSA for a total amount of US$ 30 million and the sale of the said stake through a put option structure; The sale of its stake in Egypt Basic Industries Company for US$ 30 million;
and the acquisition of 100% of Arabeya Online Regional for a total price of EGP 55 million.
Tarek holds a Masters of Civil and Commercial Law from Cairo University, a Certificate in Islamic Finance- Dubai International Financial Exchange Academy and a Certificate de Français Juridique –
Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie de Paris.

Soheir Elbanna
Senior
Associate

Soheir graduated with honors from the English section of the Faculty of Law, Cairo University in 2005 and immediately started her practical training thereafter.
Being part of the corporate and finance team that later formed Ibrachy Law Firm, Soheir participated in various due diligence exercises, including the legal due diligence on Telecom
Egypt required for the privatization offer arranged and promoted by CSFB.
She has stood on the startup line of the establishment of Ibrachy Law Firm where she was part of the team that revised and developed standard forms of finance documents to be adopted by the
Firm.
As a member in the banking and finance team, her interest in international financial transactions was enhanced thus triggering her desire to further her education and pursue a masters of law degree
with a concentration in the subject. In 2007, Soheir received a Chevening Scholarship offered by the British Council to finance her studies at University College London (UCL), one of the world's top
ranked universities. Soheir obtained an LLM. degree with a Merit and returned to ILF with an academic foundation and understanding of international banking transactions.
Without diminishing her contribution in other practice areas of the Firm, Soheir participates in drafting syndicated facilities as well as various documents related to structured finance.

Suzan Elayoubi
Associate

Suzan is a 2006 graduate of the Faculty of Law, English section, Alexandria University. She attended an academic law program at Cornell University Summer Institute for
Comparative and Legal Studies in Paris. Trained at a number of law offices, Suzan joined Ibrachy Law Firm in January 2008 and has since then become a core member of the team. As an associate,
Suzan proved to aptly handle responsibility and generate quality work. She enjoys great team spirit and is both respected and appreciated by her peers.
On the side of work, Suzan is enrolled in the Masters of Law program at Indiana University, School of Law.

Ahmed
Hussein
Associate

Ahmed is a 2006 graduate of the Faculty of Law, English section, Cairo University.
Ahmed trained at a number of law offices before joining Ibrachy Law Firm in October 2007. Since then, he became a core member of the team. As an associate, Ahmed proved to aptly handle
responsibility and generate quality work.
Having been involved in the banking and finance practice of the firm, in 2008 Ahmed decided to pursue his experience in banking from within its kitchen. He accordingly joined the Commercial
International Bank as a member of its institutional banking legal advisors department. As of November 2009, Ahmed regained his place in Ibrachy Law Firm to contribute within its banking and
finance team

Farouk
Elhosseny
Associate

With a perfect background to become a recognised international lawyer, Farouk pursued his Secondary studies in the Lycee Francais Du Caire followed by Marie De France and Undergraduate studies
at Marianopolis College in Canada. He developed his language abilities in five different languages being Arabic, English, French, Spanish and Italian. In 2006, Farouk obtains his LL.L in civil law from
University of Ottawa in Canada.Farouk is a member of Ibrachy Law Firm since 2007

Mostafa
Elshafei
Associate

Mostafa El Shafei graduated from the Faculty of Law-Beirut Arab University in 2007 and joined Ibrachy Law Firm shortly thereafter.
During his academic years, Mostafa received summer training at El Shafei Consultants, an Egyptian law firm based in Alexandria, where his legal and analytical skills were developed.
Since joining Ibrachy Law Firm, Mostafa has become a core member, where his potential is recognized and valued. Mostafa is mainly involved in the Firm’s general corporate matters and his attention
to detail as well as his tactical development are evident in his work, especially in the drafting of general assemblies, proxies, power of attorneys and follow up reports to clients. Mostafa is a hands-on
day-to-day lawyer who is in charge of arranging and synchronizing procedural aspects related to the Firm’s practice. In addition,
Mostafa is developing government relations with authority personnel such at institutions such as the local interpol, the general authority for investment and free zones as well as the
capital markets' authority.
Mostafa is a dynamic team player who is highly regarded by his colleagues and who constantly strives to deliver his work in the highest quality

Azza Shakeeb
Associate

Having already completed a number of internships at Egyptian law firms, where, as a paralegal, she attended court sessions, prepared first drafts of memorials and translateddifferent types of legal
agreements, Azza needed to find the right firm that would offer her the opportunity to achieve her ambitions in becoming an exceptional lawyer.
Following her graduation from Cairo University, Faculty of Law, English Section, in July 2008, Azza qualified at the Egyptian Bar Association. Even prior to her listing at the Bar, she joined Ibrachy Law
Firm.
So far, Azza has been exposed to the Firm’s practice areas and has familiarized herself with the type of work undertaken by the Firm. In a short span of time, she has become an active member of the
Firm.

Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm
Counselor Sarwat Abd El-Shahid is the Chairman and Founder of the Firm. He is a former judge and counselor of the Egyptian State Council (Conseil d’Etat). He received an LL.B.
and an LL.M. in Public Law and International Private Law from Ain Shams University and is a registered patent attorney. Since his entry into the private practice of law, Mr. Abd ElShahid has provided numerous national and multinational companies in Egypt and individuals with legal services in various fields including joint ventures, investments,
privatizations, mergers and acquisitions, local and international public securities offerings, banking and insurance matters, corporate finance and restructuring, securitization,
estate and tax planning, trusts, public and private tenders, infrastructure projects (BOT & BOOT), construction agreements, pharmaceuticals, labor matters and benefit schemes,
litigation and arbitration, and enforcement of foreign judgments and arbitral awards. He is an arbitrator at the Cairo Regional Center for International Commercial Arbitration. In
addition, he is very active in the Egyptian business community and acts as an Expert and Counselor to the Committee for Economic and Business Affairs at the Egyptian
Parliament. Mr. Abd El-Shahid is a member of the American & International Bar Associations and is a member of the Board of Directors of many multinational joint venture
companies in Egypt as well as of the Board of Directors of various leading Egyptian companies. Mr. Abd El-Shahid speaks Arabic and English.
Privatisation
2nd

Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm has experience advising private sector bidders on the sale of public assets, and was
recently engaged by a bidder in the Bank of Alexandria sale.

Oil and gas
3rd

Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm has benefited from a pipeline of Russian instructions, advising a major Russian oil
conglomerate on the commencement of exploration activities.

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

Focusing on securing fewer deals from premium clients, Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm recently represented
GlaxoSmithKline on the domestic legal aspects of its acquisition of Bristol Myers Squibb’s business for $210m.

Telecoms
3rd

Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm
20 B Adly Street – Cairo, Egypt
Tel.: +202 2393 5557 –
Fax: +202 2393 5447
Email : info@shahidlaw.com
Number of lawyers 26
Web : www.shahidlaw.com

Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm receives instructions on premium deals, recently advising winning bidder Etisalat
UAE on its successful tender for Egypt’s third GSM mobile license.

Practice
Areas

Banking Law; Litigation; Arbitration; Insurance Law; Securities; Mergers and Acquisitions

Education

Ain Shams University Law School, Cairo, (LL.B., 1967; LL.M., Public Law and International Private Law, 1972) Admitted1987, Egypt

Memberships

International and American Bar Associations; British Egyptian Business Association; Egyptian Businessmen's Association; Egyptian Association for the Protection of Intellectual
Property; Egyptian International Law Association. Egyptian Legal Association; Egyptian Association for Political Economy, Statistics and Legislation;

Languages

Arabic and English

Biography

Author: "Legal Privatization Issues in Egypt," Euromoney Publications, 1999/2000. Former Judge and Counselor, Egyptian State Council (Conseil d'Etat). Private Practice, Egypt,
1987—. Expert and Counselor, Egyptian Parliament. Arbitrator, Cairo Regional Center for International Commercial Arbitration. Member, Board of Directors: GlaxoSmithKline S.A.E.;
Eli Lilly Egypt; Symrise S.A.E.

Mr. Hany Rashed received an LL.B. from
Monoufeya University. He specializes in civil,
commercial, and criminal litigation, shareholder
disputes, bankruptcy, civil, commercial, and
employment contracts, labor and family law,
real estate contracts and registration, title
searches, and enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitral awards.

Ms. Lobna Khater received an LL.M. in
International and Comparative Law from the
American University in Cairo (AUC), an LL.B.
from Cairo University, and a B.A. in Political
Science with a specialization in
International Law from the AUC. She
specializes in commercial & corporate
agreements, agency & distribution law, joint
venture arrangements, intellectual property
law, and corporate law. Ms. Khater speaks
Arabic and English.

Mr. Mina Bibawi received an LL.M. in International
Business Law and an LL.B. in Business Law from
Paris I Pantheon-Sorbonne University in France. Mr.
Bibawi is admitted to the French bar. His
international experience covers the European Union,
especially France, and North Africa, especially
Algeria, where he advised one of the biggest cement
players. He specializes in commercial and corporate
law with special experience in mergers &
acquisitions and commercial contracts. Mr. Bibawi
speaks Arabic, French and English.

Ms. Donia El-Mazghouny received an
LL.M. in International and European
Business Law and an LL.B. with a
specialization in International Business
Law from Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne
University, and an LL.B. from Cairo
University, French Section. She
specializes in corporate law, commercial
agreements, labour law, and real estate
contracts. Ms. El-Mazghouny speaks
Arabic, English and French.

Sarwat A. Shahid Law Firm
Mr. Nabil El Bedewy received an LL.B. from Cairo
University. He is the Head of the Firm’s Litigation
and Arbitration Department and specializes in
civil, commercial, and criminal litigation,
arbitration, maritime law, shareholder disputes,
bankruptcy, taxes, banking transactions, civil,
commercial, and employment contracts, labor
and family law, construction agreements, real
estate contracts and registration, title searches,
real estate taxes, surveying, inheritance and
estate planning, and enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitral awards. He has acted as
legal counsel to the Giza Governorate and the
Egyptian Ministry of Youth. Mr. El Bedewy speaks
Arabic and English.

Mr. Nabil Rizkalla received an LL.B. from Ain Shams
University. He is the Head of the Firm’s Corporate
Department. He specializes in corporations,
investments, corporate restructuring, mergers,
capital market and securities, shareholder disputes,
free zone law, taxes, and commercial and real
estate mortgages. He has incorporated over 200
Egyptian companies. Mr. Rizkalla speaks Arabic
and French.

Counselor Hussein Kabeel received an LL.B.
from Ain Shams University. He is a former judge
of the Egyptian Supreme Court (the Court of
Cassation) and specializes in civil, commercial,
and criminal law. Mr. Kabeel acts as a resident
counselor to the Firm.

Mr. Sameh A. Selwanes received an LL.B.
and an LL.M. in Private Law and
International Trade Law from Ain Shams
University. He specializes in civil and
commercial litigation, construction
agreements, commercial, and
employment contracts, and enforcement
of foreign judgments and arbitral awards.

Dr. Reinhard Klarmann received a Ph.D. in
Islamic Finance & Arab Laws from University of
Lausanne, Switzerland, an LL.M. in International
Business Law from the London School of
Economics, and an Arabic language diploma
from the American University in Cairo. He has
worked in Cairo and Dubai and has assisted
several international companies in their Middle
Eastern transactions. Dr. Klarmann specializes in
banking & Islamic finance, mergers &
acquisitions, agency & distribution, and joint
ventures. He is admitted to the Zürich Bar
Association, Switzerland, and regularly publishes
articles on banking and finance law. Dr.
Klarmann s(peaks Arabic, English, German,
Italian, and French.

Mr. Girgis Abd El-Shahid is a former Public
Prosecutor. He received an LL.M. in International
Legal Studies from Georgetown University Law
Center, USA, an LL.B. from Cairo University, English
Section, and a B.A. in Economics and Minor in
Business Administration from the American
University in Cairo. Since his entry into the private
practice of law, Mr. Abd El-Shahid has provided
legal services to numerous national and
multinational companies operating in the Middle
East Region. He specializes in banking & finance,
securities offerings, joint venture arrangements,
acquisitions, legal due diligence, corporate &
commercial agreements, telecommunications, and
intellectual property litigation. Mr. Abd El-Shahid
speaks Arabic and English.

Mr. Mahmoud El-Ganzoury received an LL.B.
from Ain Shams University. He specializes in
civil, commercial, and criminal litigation,
shareholder disputes, bankruptcy, local banking
transactions, taxes, civil, commercial, and
employment contracts, labor and family law,
real estate contracts and registration, title
searches, real estate taxes, surveying,
inheritance and estate planning, and
enforcement of foreign judgments and arbitral
awards.

Mr. Ahmad Mostafa received an LL.B. and
an LL.M. in Private Law and International
Private Law from Ain Shams University. He
specializes in civil, commercial, and
criminal litigation, shareholder disputes,
bankruptcy, civil, commercial, and
employment contracts, labor and family
law, real estate contracts and registration,
title searches, and enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitral awards.

Mr. Salah El-Din Badawy received an LL.B. and a
B.A. in Commerce and Business Management
from Ain Shams University. He is a registered
patent attorney and also specializes in
corporations, investments, mergers, corporate
restructuring, capital market law, securities,
shareholder disputes, free zone law, taxes,
litigation, intellectual property, commercial law,
work permits and residence visas, and
commercial and real estate mortgages. (speaks
Arabic and English.)

Ms. Jacqueline Saad received an LL.M. in
International and Comparative Law from the
American University in Cairo, an LL.B. from Ain
Shams University and a B.A. in Business
Administration from Helwan University. She has
been the Assistant to the Firm’s Chairman since
1996, and specializes in investments, corporations,
legal due diligence, banking, intellectual property &
labor matters and the establishment of NGOs &
Special Purpose Vehicles (off-shore and on-shore).
Ms. Saad speaks Arabic and English.

Ms. Souad Fayek received an LL.B. from Ain
Shams University. She specializes in civil and
commercial litigation, labor and family law,
civil, commercial, and employment contracts,
real estate contracts and registration, title
searches, and enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitral awards.

Mr. Antoine Abdou received an LL.M. from
Cairo University in International Business
Law, a Master M1 from Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne University in Business Law, an
LL.B. from Paris 1 Panthéon - Sorbonne
University in French Law and an equivalent
LL.B. from Cairo University in Egyptian
Law. He specializes in arbitration, NGOs,
corporation law and commercial
agreements. Mr. Abdou speaks Arabic,
French and English.

Mr. Mohamed Atef received an LL.B. and an LL.M.
in Finance and Economics from Ain Shams
University. He specializes in civil, commercial,
and criminal litigation, real estate contracts and
registration, title searches, arbitration,
environmental law, civil, commercial, and
employment contracts, shareholder disputes,
bankruptcy, and enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitral awards. Mr. Atef has

Mr. Osama Mohamed Mostafa received an LL.B.
from Ain Shams University. He specializes in civil,
commercial, and criminal litigation, corporations,
shareholder disputes, bankruptcy, civil, commercial,
and employment contracts, labor and family law,
real estate contracts and registration, title
searches, real estate taxes, surveying, inheritance
and estate planning, and enforcement of foreign
judgments and arbitral awards.

Mr. Talal Abdel Moneim received an LL.B. from
Cairo University. He specializes in civil,
commercial, and criminal litigation, shareholder
disputes, bankruptcy, civil, commercial, and
employment contracts, labor and family law,
public tenders, work permits and residence
visas, maritime law and vessel registration,
tourism companies, administrative law, real
estate contracts and registration, title searches,

Mr. Mohamed Ali received an LL.B. from
Cairo University. He specializes in civil,
commercial, and criminal litigation,
shareholder disputes, bankruptcy, civil,
commercial, and employment contracts,
labor and family law, real estate contracts
and registration, and title searches.

Nassar Law
Dispute
resolution
3nd

International arbitration is a core practice at Nassar Law, the boutique finance and dispute resolution
outfit of Nagla Nassar, a highly respected practitioner in the local market.

Corporate and
M&A
3rd

Nassar Law is the boutique finance and dispute resolution outfit of Nagla Nassar, a highly respected
finance practitioner integral to the development of financial law in Egypt

Hafez - International Arbitration Lawyers
Dispute
resolution
3nd

Hafez – International Arbitration Lawyers is the office of Karim Hafez, praised by clients as ‘a very, very
good lawyer’ and who is constantly in demand due to his reputation and skill in arbitration. Hafez
instructed on more (and larger) arbitrations than all of the remaining national firms together in 2008. The
Arab Republic of Egypt (ARE) is a regular client, while recent arbitrations have been in the construction,
hospitality and projects sectors.

Nassar Law
39 KASR EL NIL ST., CAIRO 11211
Web : www.nasserLaw.org (Under-Construction)

Hafez - International Arbitration Lawyers
5 IBRAHIM NAGUIB ST, GARDEN CITY, CAIRO

Shalakany Law Office

Denton Wilde Sapte -Ahmed Safaa El Din El Oteifi (REV)

Trowers & Hamlins in association with Nour Law Office

•

Which firms do the most work for some of the world's most inventive organizations?

•

Our PatentBuddyTop100 report answers that question by ranking the top 100 firms that issued patents for the top 300
patent receiving organizations in 2008.*

•

Please note that the patent counts indicated below are based on patents issued for top 300 organizations only, and that
the total number of patents issued by each fim for all clients is greater in most if not all instances.

1 2851 Oblon Spivak Mc Clelland Maier &
Neustadt
2 2143 Sughrue Mion LLP
3 1955 Oli & Berridge
4 1621 Birch Stewart Kolasch & Birch
5 1518 Fitzpatrick Cella Harper & Sciento
6 1516 Staas & Halsey LLP
7 1208 McDermott Will & Emery LLP
8 1063 Blakely Sokolo Taylor & Zafman LLP
9 1019 Harness Dickey & Pierce PLC
10 916 Finnegan Henderson Farabow & Dunner
LLP
11 768 Banner & Witco Ltd.
12 740 Antonelli Terry Stout & Kraus LLP
13 739 Fish & Richardson PC
14 706 Nixon & Vanderhye PC
15 702 Foley & Lardner LLP
16 668 Cantor Colburn
17 658 Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione
18 642 Dickstein Shapiro & Morin LLP
19 631 Townsend & Townsend & Crew LLP
20 543 Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner PA
21 539 Mattingly Stanger Malur & Brundidge PC
22 529 Wenderoth Lind & Ponack LLP
23 506 Morgan Lewis & Bockiuis LLP
24 504 Kenyon & Kenyon LLP
25 500 Westerman Hattori Daniels & Adrian LLP

http://www.patentbuddy.com/topfirmmediakit.j
sf

26 445 Baker Botts LLP
27 442 Workman Nydegger
28 440 Crowell & Moring LLP
29 439 McKenna Long & Aldridge LLP
30 418 Myers Bigel Sibley & Sajovec
31 416 Merchant & Gould P.C.
32 410 Lee & Hayes PLLC
33 408 Patterson & Sheridan LLP
34 405 Greenblum & Bernstein PLC
35 396 Rader Fishman & Grauer PLLC
36 377 Osha & Liang LLP
37 375 Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC
38 355 Ladas & Parry
39 353 Reed Smith LLP
40 344 Woodcock Washburn LLP
41 341 Arent Fox Kintner Plotkin & Kahn PLLC
42 333 Turocy & Watson LLP
43 323 Squire Ssanders & Dempsey LLP
44 317 Frishauf Holtz Goodman & Chick PC
45 307 Posz & Bethards PlC
46 301 Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal LLP
47 298 Frommer Lawrence & Haug LLP
48 298 Hogan & Hartson LLP
49 297 Sterne Kessler Goldstein & Fox PLLC
50 293 Roylance Abrams Berdo & Goodman LLP

51 290 McGinn Intellectual Property Law
Group
52 285 Young & Thompson International
53 282 Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear LLP
54 277 Armstrong Teasdale LLP
55 273 Morgan & Finnegan LLP
56 273 Thomas Kayden Horstemeyer & Risley
LLP
57 267 Greer Burns & Crain
58 266 Volentine Francos Whitt
59 266 Ingrassia Fisher & Lorenz PC
60 261 Ked & Associates LLP
61 261 The Farrell Law Firm
62 260 Morrison & Foerster LlP
63 252 Morris Manning & Martin LLP
64 246 Kratz Quintos & Hanson LLP
65 245 McAndrews Held & Malloy Ltd
66 240 Global IP Counselors LLP
67 235 F Chau & Associates LLP
68 234 Stein McEwen & Bui LLP
69 234 Ratner Prestia
70 233 Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLC
71 232 Slater & Matsil LLP
72 228 Bell Boyd & Lloyd LLC
73 227 Dillon & Yudell LLP
74 227 Marger Johnson & McCollom
75 222 Miles & Stockbridge PC

76 224 Lowe Hauptman & Berner LLP
77 215 Intellectual Property Law
78 214 Rabin & Berdo PC
79 214 Shaw Pittman LLP
80 214 Hickman Palermo Troung &
Becker LLP
81 207 Hamre Schumann Mueller &
Larson PC
82 206 Darby & Darby
83 197 Katten Muchin Zavis Rosenman
84 192 Martine & Penilla LLP
85 185 Scully Scott Murphy & Presser
86 184 Ostrolenk Faber Gerb & Soen LLP
87 182 Edwards Angell Palmer & Dodge
LLP
88 180 Wells & St. John
89 178 Keating & Bennett LLP
90 177 Garlick Harrison & Markison
91 172 Trop Pruner & Hu PC
92 171 Park Vaughan & Fleming LLP
93 171 Jiang Chyun Intellectual Property
Oce
94 170 Volpe & Koenig PC
95 167 Lerner David Littenberg Kromholz
& Mentlik
96 167 Dickinson Wright PLLC
97 164 Alston & Bird LLP
98 158 Christie Parker & Hale LLP
99 153 MacPherson Kwok Chen & Heid
LLP
100 149 Flynn Thiel Boutell & Tanis PC

Top 300 Rank Patents Firm Name


Source: List of top 300 organizations receiving US patents in 2008 published by the Intellectual Property Owners Association®. Patents received by each of those organizations
were independently researched by Patent Buddy, LLC.



Reasonable eorts were made to validate and match the patent counts found by Patent Buddy, LLC, to those indicated in the IPO® report. There is no aliation between Patent
Buddy, LLC, and the IPO®. Patents issued by each firm were determined from the attorney representation indicated on the face of the patents issued to organizations in the
top 300. Because some patents are issued without indication of the attorney representation on the face of the patent, or the name of the law firm may have changed, the
actual number of patents issued by each firm may dier from the count obtained by Patent Buddy, LLC. As a result, while Patent Buddy, LLC has made reasonable eorts to

Appendix :
•

Competition Work-Shop

•

Your Competitive Advantage

•

Who is your competition, and how do you compare? Considering that most cases requiring an expert
witness involve at least two experts and our society shows no signs of becoming less litigious,
competition should not be your primary concern in building an expert practice.

•

You will learn valuable lessons, however, from analyzing the practices of two or three experts in your
field. Study their professional qualifications, appearance, communication skills, and reputation
among their peers, and note how they market themselves and the fees they charge.

•

After objectively assessing your own strengths and weaknesses, determine your competitive
advantage. Is your education or professional experience superior? If you are not a novice, have you
handled a greater number of cases, or bigger or more successful cases, or have you worked with
prestigious law firms? Do you present yourself more professionally or appear more credible? Are
there exclusive dimensions to your expertise? What comprises your personal uniqueness and,
therefore, your competitive edge?

•

A competitive advantage can be merely a perceived advantage. You can use this to your benefit. A
large engineering firm may have many different specialties of engineers, along with its own testing
facilities. Alternately, a sole practitioner engineer can promote himself as being more responsive to
the attorney, more personally involved in each case, and possibly less costly. Learn to articulate your
competitive advantage in a professional manner.

Competition analysis Workshop
Competition Mapping :
Legal Market

Banking & Capital
Market

Mergers & Acquisitions

Project Finance

International
Aasociate

n

2

1

2

n

2

3

2

2

n

2

2

2

3

2

-

2

2

n

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

4

3

-

Telecom

1

Projects and
infrastructure

1

Privatisation

1

Oil & Gas

X

Dispute resolution

1

Legal market

1

Corporate & M&A

1

Banking & finance

n

Helmy, Hamza

1

1

1

1

2

-

1

1

Shalakany Law Office

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

Zaki Hasham

2

1

1

2

1

-

1

Sharkawy & Sarhan

2

3

1

-

2

Ibrachy & Dermarkar

3

3

-

3

3

2

2

2

1

Ibrachy Law Firm
Trowers & Hamlins

1

3

AL KAMEL LAW OFFICE

2

1

KOSHERI, RASHED & RIAD

3

1

Al Kamel Law Office

2

3

2

2

2

DLA Matouk Bassiouny

3

2

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

Denton Wilde Sapte

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Nassar Law

3

4

3

-

4

3

-

3

Hassouna & Abou Ali

3

2

Sarwat A. Shahid

3

Marghany Advocates

3

3

Nadoury & Nahas

3

3

3

Hafez – INT’L
ARBITRATION

1

Karim Adel Law Office

3

2

3
3

D

Competitive Assessment :
Performance Against Competition
1 - Competition Comparison :

SE&P

Competitor
(1)

Competitor
(2)

+

• Definition of Key Competitor (key Focus)
• Definition of Future Threats
• Competitive Advantage for SE&P against
key competitors

Affiliation

2- Current Products evaluation against Competitors :
Products
Capital Market

SE&P
+
_

Competitor
(1)

Competitor
(2)

• Product Assessment ( Adv & Dis-Adv)
against competition

Competitive Assessment :
New products
Does Anyone
Need It?

Is There Any
Existing Competition?

Will You Be Able
To Provide Service?

• What is the Expected Market Size ?
• What is the investment required ?
• What marketing Effort required ?

• What are Key Competitor who might
spoil chance of winning ?
• What are researches required ? (if any)
• What are strength/weakness of
competitors

• What are development required –
Staffing/ Training (Extra Costing
required)
• What are Plan required to introduce
new service ?

• You should first survey the market and find out if there is a
need for the product. The need should be high enough for
you to successfully market the new business product and
earn profits out of it.
• In short, it should be worth the time, effort and investment
that you put into launching and marketing that product.
• Another part of the new product evaluation process is to first
introduce that product and then market it in such a manner
so as to create a need for it.
• However, this move is more suited to large corporations that
do not have marketing budget constraints.

• If you feel that the product has the required numbers
to keep you happy in spite of the competition, then
you can take a calculated risk; but if you are doubtful,
then avoid introducing without doing the required
research.

• If the new product requires after-sales-service, then
calculate the costs and the manpower that will be
needed to provide efficient service.
• Introducing a new business product without a
service plan will not only ensure that your product is
a flop, but will also harm your image in the market.

What Will Be The Volume Of Sales
And Profits?

Do You Have A
Product Pricing Strategy?

Can Your Product Evolve
With Changing Times?

• Expected No of transactions / Profit Margins
• What is the expected pricing versus
competitors

• What Rates is applied versus
competition
• New Product pricing Strategy

• How to Maintain our product versus
competition ?

• You will also need to make an estimated calculation as to
how many units of the product you can sell within a
particular period and the profit margin that you might make
on those sales.
• You will also have to imagine a scenario where your
competitors try to undercut your prices. In this case, check to
see if you could offer discounts or freebies to your customers
without going into a loss.

• You will need to decide whether to price your product
at a fixed or variable rate.
• If your new product pricing strategy is to price your
product at a variable rate, then you could launch it
with an introductory low price for a particular period or the other way around - before changing the price
after that period.
• This will depend on your product, market conditions,
competition and your product pricing marketing
strategy.

• You will also need to evaluate whether your new
business product will be able to keep up with
changing times, or whether it runs the risk of
becoming obsolete within a short period of time.
• Your customers will bank on you delivering products
that can be upgraded in order to keep up with the
latest technology. Make sure that you evaluate the
life span of your product before launching it.

Competitive Assessment :
New products
Opportunities ( Key New Products )
3- Key Products Not Participating in :
Products
New Product

SE&P
+
_

Product B

+
_

• New products :
• What would be future scenario for products

Competitor
(1)

Competitor
(2)

New Products :
• Identification of New Products :
• key New products should be
participating in ?
• Plan to participate in projects ?
• Key Competitors for New Products?
• Key Customer requirements for
new product ?
• Expected # of Transaction ?
• Expected Market Shares ?
• Operating :
• What would be the operating Model
?
• Key Competitors for new products ?
• What would be the mechanism for
participating ?
• Expecting Staffing required ?
• Required Training ?
• Marketing :
• Marketing Plan for new products ?
• Cost Center Setup :
• What would be the expected
Returns ?
• Expected Split Revenue %
• Cost Center Structure ?

